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CHAPTER I
SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE
INTRODUCTION
What is the purpose of offering courses in Biology in
the high school? A recent authoritative report-5- proposes the
following types of objectives:
(A) functional information or facts ; (B) functional concepts;
(C) functional understanding of principles; (D) instrumental
skills; (E) problem-solving skills; (F) attitudes; (G) appreci-
ations; (H) interests. Each of these uses or implies sthe
important word, ’'functional”. 2 This is to be expected, since
no principle, concept, etc. can be of use unless it functions;
i.e. is applied; in the life of the student. It is, therefore,
the duty of the school to train the student in the application
of the otherwise meaningless principles, concepts, etc. which
are the objectives of the biology course.
How best may this training in application be accom-
plished? Obviously not by rote memorization of the verbal
expression of the principle or concept; nor by repetition of
class or laboratory exercises which are, so far as the student
can see at the time, unrelated to his every-day living. If,
however, instances of the use of these ideas and skills In
1. Science Education in American Schools
,
Forty-Sixth
Yearbook of“ the National Society for the Study of Education,
Part I, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 19^7* P. 25 .
2. Ibid p. 26-8
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2situations which are as nearly like the extra-school life of
the student as possible are presented to the student and if he
is encouraged to actually apply these ideas and skills in such
situations, as duplicated or imitated in the classroom or lab.-
*3
oratory, such application will become habitual. Only then can
the growth toward the objectives be said to be valid.
Beauchamp’s study^ included a survey of teaching method
being used in 1932 in 40 high school biology courses. This
study showed that memorization of material and problem assign-
ment which had little or no relation to the student’s daily
life situations were the dominant characteristics of the
prevalent teaching method. Such practices are indefensible
whether the course is intended for all students or only for
those preparing for specialization in the field of Biology.
HISTORICAL SURVEY OF THE OBJECTIVES OF BIOLOGY TEACHING.
Science, between i860 and 1900,was descriptive, re-
ligious, and utilitarian, with little emphasis on the last.-"
Between 1880 and 1910 the utilitarian aim became still less
important, probably due, in part, to the Report of the Commit-
tee of Ten, which emphasized mental discipline as the principle
/r
objective of secondary school education.
3. Ibid. p. 27
4. Progressive Education Association, Commission on
Secondary School Curriculum, Science in General Education,
p. 13. New York: D. Appleton - Century Company, 193&-
5. Progressive Education Association, op . cit .
,
P. 7
6. Ibid. pp. 8-9
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3Between 1900 and 1910 it became generally recognized, at least,
in theory, that this philosophy of education was indefensible
and the objectives began to take on a more functional character
With a clearer understanding of the psychology of learn-
ing has come a realization that the transfer of training is not
the simple mechanism it had been believed to be, but that ap-
plication of generalizations to daily life result only when
training in such application is part of the school program.
7
SURVEY OF RESEARCH STUDIES PERTAINING TO THE USE OF PRINCIPLES
AS OBJECTIVES OF TEACHING IN BIOLOGY.
Every person is faced with problems every day which
range in importance from a matter of minor interest to a ques-
tion which will have a major effect upon the future life of the
individual and, through him, upon the total society. Since no
twelve, fourteen, or even sixty year program of educational
activities can hope to present specific answers to each of thes
potential problems, we can but hope to instill in the students
in our charge an understanding and training in the use of
generalizations which will serve to supply such answers.
Biology teachers have come to realize that such training and
understanding are the major responsibilities of the teacher to
his student.
e
7. Charles William Finley, Biology in Secondary
Schools and the Training of Biology Teachers. Doctor's
dissertation. Teachers College, Columbia University, 1926.
See Francis D. Curtis, Second Digest of Investigations in
the Teaching of Science
, pp . 13^-35 • Philadelphia:
P. Blakiston's Son and Company, Inc., 1931*
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bThe Thirty-first Yearbook Committeewas the first major
group to give official recognition to these facts and to out-
line a definite program which might be followed by the individ-
o
ual teacher in order to fulfill these responsibilities.
They recommended that the major generalizations be broken down
into component parts which could serve as bases for the devel-
opment of specific student-activities which could be used at
various maturity levels
.
The Thayer Commission Report^ reaffirmed these ideas
and further suggested that all encouragement be given to work-
ers who were developing lists of these generalizations for use
in teaching. This report also specified that the objectives
should be aimed at the average citizen, not at the scientist
who might use more abstract generalizations in his research in
the science itself.
In 1927, Heinemann10 analyzed twenty textbooks pub-
lished between 1915 and 1927 for principles in order to deter-
mine the extent to which the authors of these books clarified
and encouraged application of major scientific principles.
None of the authors considered these objectives important
enough to include more than 25 principles.
8« A Program for Teaching Science
,
Thirty-first Year-
book of the National Society for the Study of Education, Part I,
Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing Company, 1932.
9. Progressive Education Association, op. clt .
10. Ailse M. Heinemann, "A Study of General Science
Textbooks,” General Science Quarterly
,
XIII (November, 1928),
pp. 11 -23 .
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5In 1927, Hackett similarly analyzed ten textbooks in
Biology1 '*' and found that the texts dealt with factual material
which was largely useless in so far as the development of prin-
ciples was concerned. From a fourth to a half of the space in
each of these texts was devoted to major biological principles.
In 1941, Jones12 investigated the emphasis placed on
each of 146 principles, previously derived, in a group of ninth
grade general science texts. Very little similarity was found
in regard to the number of principles found in the texts or
the relative importance assigned to the principles found.
In 1946, Blanchet 1^ conducted a similar study which
showed little or no improvement in this matter.
The importance of the textbook in determining the biology
14
course offerings was shown, in 1931* by Curtis. His study
showed that about 41 percent of the biology teachers build
their courses from the textbook to be used.
11. Glenn L. Hackett, An analysis in Terms of General-
izations of Ten Biologies Used in High Schools. Unpublished
Master’s Thesis, University of Chicago, 1927- See A Program
for Teaching Science
,
Thirty-first Yearbook, op. cit
., p. 228.
12. Ruth V. Jones, A Study of the Principles of Science
found in the Ninth-Grade Textbooks of General Science. Un-
published Master’s Thesis, University of Michigan, 1946.
13 . Waldo Emerson Blanchet, A Basis for the Selection
of Course Content for Survey Courses in the Natural Sciences.
Unpublished Doctor’s dissertation. University of Michigan, 1946.
14. Francis D. Curtis, Third Digest of Investigations
in the Teaching of Science
,
p. 215 • Philadelphia:
P. Blakiston's Son and Company, Inc., 1939*
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6The superiority of courses based on the principles of the
science seems obvious. However, objective studies are avail-
able to rpove this conclusively.
Tyler 1 ^ investigated the relative duration of facts,
skills, and concepts in the memories of high school pupils.
Over a period of one year it was found that the skills and
concepts were retained to a much greater degree than were the
facts which had been learned in the course.
In a similar study, Tyler-3-^ found that principles were
retained while facts and specific details faded quickly.
An investigation by Wert-^ showed that the relative value
of generalizations over specific facts became even greater over
a period of three years.
Similar findings resulted from a study by Zeigler.18
A study, published in 1942, ^9 showed that teachers
throughout the United States do not agree to any marked extent
.
15. Ralph W. Tyler, "What High School Pupils Forget."
Educational Research Bulletin
,
Ohio State University, IX
(November IS, 1930 )
>
PP* 490-92. See Francis D. Durtis,
Third Digest of Investigations in the Teaching of Science ,
op. cit
., pp
.
304-6
•
16. Ralph W. Tyler, "Permanence of Learning," Journal of
Higher Education
,
IV (April, 1933)* PP • 203-4.
17. James E. Wert, "Twin Examination Assumptions,"
Journal of Higher Education
,
VIII (March, 1937), PP* 136-40
18. Robert T. Zeigler, "A Study of Fact Retention in Gen-
eral Science," Science Education
,
XXVI (February, 1942) pp . 83-4
19* Oscar Riddle, F. L. Fitzpatrick, H. B. Glass,
B. C. Greunbert, D. F. Miller and E. W. Sinnot, The Teaching
of Biology in Secondary Schools of the United States ; pp. 64-6
Committee on the Teaching of Biology of the Union of American
Biological Societies, 1942.)
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upon the topics which should be taught in high school Biology
and that the teaching of science principles seemed of little
or no importance to the vast majority. The study indicated
that Biology is being taught as "a way to pleasing hobbies"
or " a series of practical technologies."
A SURVEY OF RESEARCH STUDIES PERTAINING TO
THE DETERMINATION OF PRINCIPLES AS OBJECTIVES OF THE
TEACHING OF BIOLOGY.
Martin's survey20 found that there had been about
thirty thorough investigations aimed at defining principles
of science to be used as objectives in teaching.
Menzies* study- 1 used a list of forty-one principles
in investigating space devoted to generalizations in college
texts
.
op
Robertson’s study resulted in a list of 113 principles
to be used as objectives in elementary grades.
20. W. Edgar Martin, "A Chronological Survey of
Research Studies on Principles as Objectives of Instruction
In Science," Science Education
,
XXIX (February, 19^5*
pp. 45-52.
21. Jessie A. Menzies, An Analysis of the Generaliza-
tions and Applications in Ten College Textbooks in Biology.
Unpublished Master's thesis. University of Chicago, 1927*
See Francis D. Curtis, Second Digest of Investigations in
the Teaching of Science
,
op. cit T, pp. 380-4.
22. Martin L. Robertson, "The Selection of Science
Principles Suitable as Goals of Instruction in the Elementary
School," Science Education, XIX (February, 1935) PP* l- 2*;
XIX (April, 1935), PP* 65-70.
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He used the following criteria of a principle:
To be a principle a statement
Must be a comprehensive generalization.
Must be true without exception within the
limitations specifically stated.
Must be a clear statement of a process or
interaction
.
Must be capable of illustration so as to
gain conviction.
Must not be a part of a larger principle.
Must not be a definition.
Must not deal with a specific substance or
or a variety or with a limited group of
substances or species. 3
In 1935* Nelson2 ^ analyzed four textbooks in biology
and, from these, compiled a list of 503 principles.
In 1936, Moyer2 5 evaluated Robertson’s principles in
relation to the number of applications of each which were
socially significant. The principles involving relation-
ships between organisms and the environment, relationships
between organisms, and the common life processes were found
to be most important while those pertaining to heredity,
evolution, and structure seemed least important.
In 1936, Olds compiled a list of principles for sec-
ondary school use, including Robertson's principles.
23 . Martin L. Robertson, op. cit ., p. I.
24. James F. Nelson, Problems, Generalizations and
Concepts Basic to a Secondary Science Program. Unpublished
Master’s thesis, Colorado State Teachers College, 1935*
25 . Harold E. Moyer. The Determination of the Relative
Importance of Biological Principles as Shown by Applicatory
Activities. Unpublished Master’s thesis, Colorado State
College of Education, 1936.
26. Raymond C. Olds, The Principles of Biology for
Secondary Science Instruction. Unpublished Master’s thesis,
Colorado State College of Education, 1936.
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9Ninety-eight major and minor principles were listed.
Martin,
i
n 1944
,
compiled a list of 300 major princi-
ples of Biology. His criteria of a principle were as follows:
A principle
Must be a comprehensive generalization which
resumes the widest possible range of facts
within the domain of facts with which it is
directly concerned. The facts resumed in
the generalization must denote
a. objects and/or events and the relations
between them
b. properties.
Must be scientifically true. To satisfy this
criterion:
a. it must be verifiable; i.e., it must be
stated so that it suggests, directly
or indirectly, a definite operation
or observation or experiment whereby
its truth value can be tested or
verified
.
b. it must be consistent with the body of
accepted scientific knowledge and
except for a few limiting or singular
exceptions, with all the data (facts)
relevant to it.
Martin used three textbooks of biology on the junior-college
level, three high school biology textbooks, a four-volume
survey series of the biological sciences prepared for the
general reader, and lists of principles derived from five
previous investigations. Two lists resulted from the study;
(l.) those which were generalizations of biological science
and ( 2 .) those which satisfy the above criteria of a princi-
ple. The first list of "major principles", contained 300
principles; the second list of "minor principles", 236 prin-
ciples .
27. Wm. E. Martin, A Determination of the Principles of
the Biological Sciences of Importance for General Education.
Unpublished Doctor's dissertation, University of Michigan, 19^4
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In the same study, Martin analyzed two year's issues
of Hygeia
,
Nature Magazine
,
Life
,
Readers Digest and several
newspapers selected on a geographical basis to determine
which of the total list of 536 principles had to be under-
stood in order to comprehend the statements found in the
periodical or newspaper. On the basis of this sub-study,
the frequency of appearance of the principles in textbooks,
and the average value assigned to each principle by two lay-
men and three science teachers, the 300 major principles were
arranged in order of importance for use in grades I-XIV.
SURVEY OF STUDIES PERTAINING TO THE APPLICATION OF PRINC1^
PLES AS A FACTOR IN THE EFFECTIVE TEACHING OF SCIENCE.
As previously stated, any objective of a course in any
subject in a program of general education is valid only if
growth in the direction of the goal results in some change
in the every-day life of the student which results in greater
efficiency and happiness. The ability to parrot a biological
28principle is worthless, of itself. To develop a useful
understanding of a principle the student must have opportuni-
ties to see applications of the principle and to make such
applications himself. These applications must be in situa-
tions as similar to the ordinary life of the student, present
and future, as it is possible to reproduce in the classroom
or laboratory.
28. Science in American Schools, op. cit ., pp. 26-7
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This is adequately shown in a study by Schafer2 ^ and is
clearly stated in the Thirty-first Yearbook.
^
The textbook should be a source of supply to the student
and the teacher in regard to instances of application of the
principles. There can be little doubt that applications of
each principle should be supplied in as large a number as is
possible. The length of duration of the principles in the
student-mind will vary directly as the number and emotional
impact of the applications .-
A study in 1927 and another by Downing "in 1928 indicated
that the science textbooks being used in high schools were
sadly deficient in useful applications of the principles ex-
pounded .
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH STUDIES.
Since it was generally agreed that the major responsi-
bility of the high school general biology course is to equip
the student with a clear understanding of biological princi-
ples which can be used as tools to solve the problems of his
daily living and to train him in the use of these tools, it
became necessary to evolve defensible lists of principles
29. Benjamin F. Schafer, The Relation Between Know-
ledge of the Principles in the Laws of Physics and the
Ability to Make Applications. Unpublished Master’s thesis.
University of Chicago, 1925*
30. Program for Teaching Science, op. cit ., pp.42-3*
31.
ing of Science,
T9wr
Elliot Rowland Downing, An Introduction to the Teach -
. 9 . Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
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which would serve this purpose. The most recent and notable
of these lists is that compiled by Martin.
Since it is believed that growth in the direction of
these objectives of understanding and habitual use can best
be encouraged by practice in the application of these princi-
ples to situations similar to those encountered in daily
life, guiding lists of such applications can be of inestimable
value to the teacher of high school biology. To provide
motivation for meaningful drill in the use of these applica-
tions, these applications should be flexible enough to pro-
vide for varying degrees of student-maturity and should poss-
ess a value readily discernable to the student.
PROBLEM OF THE INVESTIGATION
it is hoped that this investigation, together with sim-
ilar investigations, may result in a list of applications
which will be suitable for teacher - and pupil - use in the
development of these understandings and skills in the student
of general biology in the high school.
12
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
It is the specific purpose of this study to obtain a
list of applications of biological principles found in four
texts intended for senior high school use, using Martin's
list of 300 major biological principles as a basis.
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SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE PROBLEM
Only applications which seem to possess definite sig-
nificance for the average student’s present and probable
future life are considered suitable for inclusion in this
investigation. Further, problems which seem to have practical
importance to the student, but which cannot be defensibly
assigned as applications of principles on Martin’s list of
300 major principles are excluded.
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CHAPTER II
THE RESEARCH
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM.
It is the specific purpose of this study to obtain a
list of applications of biological principles found in four
texts intended for senior high school use, using Martin's
list of 300 major biological principles as a basis.
DETERMINATION OF THE CRITERIA OF AN APPLICATION
Criteria of an application, modelled on those used by
Wise,^2 were established and are approved by a Seminar in
Science Education, Boston University, 19^7* for the purpose
of this investigation.
These criteria are as follows:
1. Represents a problematic situation involving in its
solution and understanding one or more of the prin-
ciples of biological science.
2. Suggests information which in itself would be of
practical value in daily life apart from vocational
or professional interests, or which would be of
cultural value to the average citizen apart from
practical value.
An application shall be considered to be unsuitable if,
in the opinion of the investigator, it:
32. Harold E. Wise, M A Determination of the Relative
Importance of Principles of Physical Science for General Edu-
cation,” Science Education, XXv (December, 19^1 )
,
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1. Suggests information regarding detailed laboratory
procedures involving the manipulation of apparatus
not suitable for practical use outside the labora-
tory.
2. Involves details of industrial or scientific
processes or procedures usually of immediate con-
cern only to specialists In some particular in-
dustry or field of science.
Terms used in the criteria are defined as follows:
A problematic situation
is a question which suggests the explanation of
an observable fact or series of closely related
facts which are implied In the question as stated.
Practical value
is value for actual use in the daily life of the
average citizen apart from vocational or profes-
sional interests.
Cultural value
is value apart from practical value and reduced
to readily comprehended essential concepts by the
elimination of purely technical aspects. This
knowledge may be considered to derive its value
from the fact that it:
1. is satisfying in itself because it
stimulates and satisfies intellectual
curiosity, or
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2. contributes to the development of aesthetic
appreciations
.
SELECTION OP TEXTBOOKS ANALYZED.
Four high school biology textbooks were analyzed. The
books chosen were the following:
A. Baker, Arthur 0. and Lewis H. Mills, Dynamic Biology
Today, New York: Hand McNally & Company, 1943.
B. Sanders, Edwin F., Practical Biology
,
New York:
D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., 1947.
C. Gruenberg, Benjamin C. and N. Eldred Bingham,
Biology and Man
,
Boston: Ginn and Company, 1944.
D. Vance, B. B. and D.F. Miller, Biology for You
,
New York: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1946.
TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED
Each principle of Martin’s list of major biological
principles 33Was entered on a five-by-eight index card and
the cards grouped on the basis of similarity of principle.
Each of the four texts was examined carefully, page by
page, and each application which conformed to the criteria
listed above was placed on the card or cards containing the
appropriate principle or principles, together with the page
and book in which it was found. In all cases the investiga-
33 * William Edgar Martin, A Determination of the Prin-
ciples of the Biological Sciences of Importance for Gerneral
Education. Unpublished Doctor’s dissertation. University
of Michigan, 1944.
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tor attempted to express concisely the idea of the applica-
tion rather than to retain the exact wording. In all but one
of the books, the applications were found almost exclusively
among the questions located at the end of each chapter. Both
general and specific applications were listed. An example
of a general application is: "Do plants and animals have any
processes in common?" A specific application which might be
considered to be included in this general application is: "Do
a tree and a squirrel have any processes in common?" After
duplication of applications within the same book were elimin-
ated the principles and applications were listed.
Reliability for the Assignment of Applications to Principles
The reliability of the investigator’s assignment of
applications was checked by the following procedure.
Two months after the original assignment, fifty appli-
cations, chosen at random from the four books, were re-
assigned to appropriate principles without reference to the
previous assignment. It was found that in 9^ percent of the
cases, the assignments were identical in both cases.
Validation of Assignment of Applications to Principles
The list compiled by the investigator was submitted to
three qualified teachers^ in the field of biology accom-
panied by the following letter of instruction.
34. M. David, A.J. Burns, Dr. Lawrence Rarick and
Dr. John Read ( See page ii)
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Please validate this list in accordance with the follow-
ing criteria:
A suitable application of a biological principle for gen-
eral biology in senior high school is one that
1. Represents a problematic situation involving in its
solution an understanding of the principle of Biol-
ogy to which it is assigned.
2. Suggests information which in itself would be of
practical value in daily life apart from vocational
or professionsl interests, or which would be of
cultural value to the average citizen apart from
practical value.
An application is unsuitable if it
1. Suggests information regarding detailed laboratory
procedures involving the manipulation of apparatus
not suitable for practical use outside the labora-
tory.
2. Involves details of industrial or scientific pro-
cesses or procedures usually of immediate concern
only to specialists in some particular industry or
field of science.
Terms used in the criteria are defined as follows:
A problematic situation
is a question which suggests the explanation of an
observable fact or series of closely related facts which
are implied in the question.
Practical value
is value for actual use in the daily life of the average
citizen apart from vocational or professional interests.
Cultural value
is value apart from the practical value and reduced to
readily comprehended essential concepts by the elimina-
tion of purely technical aspects. This knowledge may be
considered to derive its value from the fact that it
1. is satisfying in itself because it stimulates
and satisfies intellectual curiosity, or
2. contributes to the development of aesthetic
appreciation
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Please reassign any applications which you think have
been incorrectly assigned and delete from under each princi-
ple all applications which for that principle do not con-
form to the criteria stated above.
If one or more of the validators deleted an application
under a principle, it was omitted where deleted. If two or
more of the validators reassigned an application in the same
manner, it was so reassigned in the final listing.
Table I, which follows, shows the final listing of the
applications and the principles of biology, taken from
Martin’s list of major principles, to which they were valid-
ly assigned.
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TABLE I.
/<
Principles and Applications A B C D
1.
The cell is the unit of structure and function
in all organisms.
Applications :
Are plants and animals fundamentally alike?
What is the same in other animals as in our-
selves?
In what respects are all individuals exactly
alike?
What evidence is there of Man’s relatedness to
other organisms?
>
x
x
2.
Every cell consists essentially of a mass of
protoplasm which is usually differentiated into a
central portion, the nucleus and an outer portion,
the cytoplasm.
Applications
:
Are plants and animals fundamentally alike?
What is the same in other animals as in our-
selves?
In what respects are all individuals exactly
alike?
x
x
3. The smallest unit of living material capable
of existing independently and of maintaining
itself is the unit called the cell.
Applications :
What disadvantages come to living things
through division of labor among organs and
tissues?
Could any organism live by itself?
4. Cells are organized into tissues, tissues into
organs and organs into systems-the better to
carry on the functions of complex organisms.
APPLIcations :
How do organisms regenerate lost organs?
How is the unity of a complex organism like
that of a one-celled organism?
5 . Similar organisms are grouped together be-
cause they are believed to be related through
common descent.
Applications :
What evidence is there of Man's relatedness
to other organisms?
x
x
x
X
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TABLE I (continued)
Principals and Applications
5 . (Applications continued)
In what respects do we consider the origin of
the human race like that of other species?
Does the idea of evolution apply to man?
Kow can we tell that some species came into
being sooner than others?
A B D
x
x
X
6. In organisms the more similar the body struc-
tures and their mode of origin and d;he greater the
number of such structures
,
the closerthe relation-
ship of the organisms.
Application :
What evidence is there of Man’s relatedness to
the other organisms?
In what respects do we consider the origin of
the human race like that of other species?
Does the idea of evolution apply to man?
How can we tell that some species came into
being" sooner than others?
7. Evolutionary relationships in organisms are
formulated on the basis of structural similarity.
Applications :
(Same applications as immediate predecessor)
8. The greater the similarity in structure between
organisms, the closer is their kinship; the less
the similarity in structure, the more remote is
their common ancestry.
Applications 3
(Same applications
)
9. If two or more groups of organisms have similar
homologous structures, they have descended from the
similar ancestors or from the same common ancestor.
Applications
:
(Same applications
10. Analagous structures in plants and animals serve
to carry on similar functions but are not similar i:i
basic plan or mode of origin.
Applications
(Same applications)
x
X
X
X
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TABLE I (continued)
Principles and Applications A B D
11
.
Similarity between organisms suggests common a
the nature of the differences between them indi-
cates which is the more primitive type.
Applications
:
(Same Applications)
iiC'istrj
12.
From the lower to the higher forms of life the
an increasing complexity of structure; and this is
accompanied by a progressive increase in division
of labor.
Applications :
Why do we consider some forms of life higher
than others?
What disadvantages come to living things
through division of labor among organs and
tissues?
In what way is man different from most
other mammals?
e
x
x
x
13.
In general, living things give evidence of
definite progression from simple to complex forms.
Applications :
(Same applications
)
14. In all organisms, increasing complexity of
structure is accompanied by an increasing division
of labor.
Applications :
(Same applications
15. In all organisms the higher the organization,
the greater the degree of differentiation and
division of labor and of the dependency of one
part upon another.
Applications :
(Same applications
16. In most organisms large size is accompanied
by tissue differentiation and special organs for
different kinds of work.
Applications :
(Same applications
17. Protoplasm is the physical basis of all life.
Applications :
Are plants and animals fundamentally alike? x
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TABLE I (continued)
Principles and Applications
IT. Applications ; (continued)
What is the same in other animals as in
ourselves?
In what respects are all individuals ex-
actly alike?
18 . In the presenfce of sunlight the chloro-
plasts of chlorophyll-bearing plants convert
carbon dioxide and water into intermediate sub-
stances, and these into sugar, and that into
starch, and liberate oxygen; thus, directly or
indirectly, producing practically all the food
in the world.
Applications :
How are plants designed for manufacturing
food?
From what materials do green plants make
food?
What gas is given off by green plants?
How do food stuffs come into being?
How do new supplies of organic material
originate?
Where does the carbon in food come from?
How does an organism come to produce sub-
stances that it does not need?
Could any organism live by itself?
What cells are able to make a part of their
own food?
How can green plants make new organic foods
when other living things cannot do so?
Why do leaves adjust themselves to sunlight
How can a group of plants and animals live,
sealed up together in an air-tight con
container?
Is sunlight necessary for photosynthesis?
In what way is a green plant a solar engine
Why cannot algae live in the deeper parts
of the ocean?
From what materials do green plants make
food?
How do new supplies of organic material
originate?
Where does the carbon in foods come from?
Can both plants and animals make their
own food?
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TABLE I (continued)
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Principles and Applications
17. Applications
:
(continued)
How do plants and animals obtain oxygen?
Does the energy which a person uses really
come from the sun?
In what way is "all flesh, grass"?
Could all living things make their own food
if there were no others from whom they could
take it?
18. The forms of all chlorophyll-bearing plants
are adapted for carrying on photosynthesis.
Applications :
How can green plants make new organic foods
when other living things cannot do so?
How can we tell a plant from an animal?
How can a group of plants and animals live,
sealed up together in an air-tight container?
Can both plants and animals make their own
food?
How are plants designed for manufacturing
food?
What plants will thrive in a window box?
In what sense are the structures of living
organisms adaptive?
How should a window box be situated?
Why leaves adjust themselves to sunlight?
A B D
x
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
19. All the energy used by chlorophyll-bearing
plants in their secondary building processes
comes from compounds formed in photosynthesis.
Application :
How can a group of plants and animals live,
sealed up together in an air-tight container?
Could any organism live by itself?
Can both plants and animals make their own
food?
How do plants get food?
How should a window box be situated?
Why leaves adjust themselves to sunlight?
Why cannot algae live in the deeper parts
of the ocean?
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TABLE I (continued)
Principles and applications
20 The carbohydrate foods made by the chloroplasts
of chlorophyll-bearing plants are the original source
of all energy used by plants themselves as well as
that used by animals
.
Application
How can a group of plants and animals live sealed
up together in an air tight container?
How do food stuffs come into being?
How do new supplies of organic material originate
What cells are able to make a part of their own
food?
Is it true that, "animals could not live if
there were not plants"?
Can both plants and animals make their own food?
Could all living things make their own fodd if
there were no others from whom they could take it?
How do plants get food?
21 Life depends for its primal food supply upon
chlorophyll-bearing plants and for its sustained
supply upon bacteria. The whole of life, considered
chemically, is one cyclic process from chlorophyll-
bearing plants to bacteria and so again to chlorophyll-
bearing plant.
Application
How can a group of plants and animals live sealed
up together in an air tight container?
How do food stuffs come into being?
Could any organism live by itself?
Is it true that "animals could not live if there
were no plants"?
Can both plants and animals Imake their own food?
Could all living things make their own food if
there were no others from whom they could take
Of what importance to man are the nitrogen fix-
ing bacteria?
22 Chlorophyll-bearing plants are adapted for food
making
.
Application
In what sense are the structures of living
organism adaptive?
How are plants designed for manufacturing food?
How can green plants make new organic foods when
other living things cannot do so?
How can we tell a plant from an animal?
What plants will thrive in a window box?
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TABLE I (continued)
Principals and Applications B D
How can a group oflplants and animals live,
sealed up together in an air tight container?
Can both plants and animals make their own food? x
x
23. Carbon dioxide set free during the respiration
of both plants and animals is absorbed by plants and
used as a raw material for photosynthesis.
Is there danger of exhaustiig the supply of raw
materials used by plants in fodd production?
How can a group of plants and animals live,
sealed up together in an air tight container?
From what materials do green plants make food? x
What gas is given off by green plants? x
Where does the carbon in foods come from?
Could any organism live by itself?
How are various forms of(' : living
things interrelated through the carbon cycle?
x
x
x
X
X
24. All living things, except chemo-synthetic bacte-
ria, depend directly or indirectly on photosynthesis
for food.
How can a group of plants and animals live,
sealed up together in an air tight container?
How do food stuffs come into being?
Could any organism live by itself?
Is it true that, "animals could not live if there
were no plants?
Can both plants and animals make their own food?
Could all living things make their own food if
there were no others from whom they could take
it?
25 The work of the chlorophyll of all chlorophyll-
bearing plants is essential to all living things.
Could any organism live by itself? x
Is It true that, "Animals could not live if there x
were no plants?"
Can both plants and animals make their own food?
|
x
26 In photosynthesis the energy of sunlight is used
to lift the carbon to an energy level from which* as
tt descends, it furnishes the energy for the build-
ing of many compounds and for the carrying on of
life processes
.
Why leaves adjust themselves to sunlight
How can a group of plants and animals live,
sealed up together in an air tight container.
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TABLE I (continued)
Principles and Applications B C
How can green plants make new organic foods when
other living things cannot do so?
Is sunlight necessary for photosynthesis?
In what way is a green plant a solar engine?
From what materials do green plants make food?
How do yplants get food?
Does the energy which a person uses really
come from the sun?
Why cannot algae live in the deeper parts of
the ocean?
27 A balance of nature is maintained through inter-
relations of plants and animals with each other and
with their physical environment.
What causes some pest or some disease to in-
crease rapidly at certain times?
What may happen when native plants or animals
are driven off?
How can insects that are harmless at one time
become injurious at another time?
Why does a plant or animal sometimes thrive
better when carried to a strange region?
How does man upset the balance of nature by
killing predators?
In what ways are the numbers of individuals of
one species in a given region limited by other
species?
Could any organism live by itself?
Do wars have a biological as well as an economic
and geographic basis?
How can a group of plants and animals live,
sealed up together in an air tight container?
Why do states have specific hunting and fishing
laws?
How can overfishing of Menhaden affect the
oyster fishing industry?
x x
x
x
I
x
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
28 Food, oxygen, certain optimal conditions of
temperature, moisture and light are essential to
the life of most living things.
Are plants and animals fundamentally alike?
What Is the same In other animals as in
ourselves?
In what respects are all individuals exactly
alike?
What evidence is there of man’s relatedness to
other organisms?
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TABLE I (continued) A B C D
Principles and application
28 Application (continued)
What could make a species of plants or animals
die out? X
How do plants and animals remain alive while
inactive during the winter? X
What environmental factors limit life? i X
Are there any conditions in which manncannot liv|e X
Do both plants and animals need to breath in
order to live? X
How should a window box be situated? X
How is food preservation accomplished by canning
drying, freezing, pasteurization or salting? X
What things must organisms have to live? X
Must all living things have food? X
29 The biological functions of color are to conceali.
to disguise or to advertise.
Application - Why the polar bear is white? X
30
All living things are slowly changing, both
structurally and functionally, in response to changes
in their physical environments.
What is the relative importance of heredity and
environment in determining the character? X
Is evolution still going on? X
Does the idea of evolution apply to man? X
How do living things originate? X
Why there are different kinds of people in
different parts of the world. X
What brings about the differences in people? X
What is the relative importance of heredity
and environment in determining character? X
What causes new species to arise? X
How are hereditary changes brought about? X
31 Each species of living organism is adapted or is
in the process of becoming adapted, to live where it
is found
.
How do new species come to fit their surrounding;s X
Are the survivors in a conflict always superior' X
In what sense are the structures of living orgarL-
isms adaptive? X
Why do not fish drown in water and cannot live
in air? X
What makes man drown where fish survive? X
Why can some animals live only in the tropics.
while others live only in the arctic? X
Whfct could make species of plants or animals die
out? x
!
X
How do physical characteristics affect distribution
Why the polar bear is white? xj 1 1
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TABLE I (continued) A B C
Principles and Applications
32 In a living organism adaptation of action and
adaptation of structure are necessary for
survival
.
APPLICATION
How do new species come to fit their surroundings i> X
Are the survivors in a conflict always superior? X
In what sense are the structures of living organ-
isms adaptive? X
Why do not fish drown in water and cannot live X
in air?
What makes man drown where fish thrive? X
Why can some animals live only in the tropics. X
while others live only in the arctic?
What could make a species of plants or animals
die out? X
How do physical characteristics affect aistribu-
tion? X
Why polar bears are white?
33
Protective adaptations aid survival.
How do new species come to fit their surroundings ? X
jAre the survivors in a conflict always superior,? X
In what sense are the structures of living organ-
isms adaptive? X
j
Why can some animals live only in the tropics.
while others live only in the arctic? x
What could make a species of plants or animals x
idie out?
Why the polar bear is white? X
34 Every living organism possesses some body parts
which are adapted for the life It leads.
Application (Same applications and the following)
In what sense are the structures of living organ-
isms adaptive? X
Why do not fish drown in water and cannot live in
air? X
What makes man drown where fish thrive? X
3^ The organisms most likely to survive and:
reproduce are those that are structurally and
physiologically best fitted to their environments
Application
How do new species come to fit their surroundings'5> X
Are the survivors in a conflict always superior? X
In what sense are the structures of living
organisms adaptive?q x
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TABLE I (continued) A B
Principles and applications
35 Application (continued)
Why do not fish drown in water and cannot live
in air?
What makes man drown where fish thrive?
Why can some animals live only in the tropics,
while others live only in the arctic?
What could make a species of plants or animals
die out?
Why the polar bear is white?
How do physical characteristics affect distribu-
tion?
37 The chief difference in the structure of organ-
isms from the lowest to the highest are resultant of
the means adopted to perform certain functions under
different exigencies imposed by the environment and
mode of life
.
Application
What brings about differences among people?
How do new species come to fit their surroundings
In what sense are the structures of living organ-
isms adaptive?
Why the polar bear is white?
How do living things fit themselves to new
conditions?
38 The forms of living things have changed slowly
but steadily in the past.
Application
Why there are different kinds of people in
different parts of the world?
What brings about differences among people?
How do new species come to fit their
surroundings?
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TABLE I (continued)
Principles and applications X
In what sense are the structures of living
organisms adaptive?
Where did mankind come from?
In what respects do we consider the origin of the
human race like that of other species?
How did the present forms of animals originate?
B
x
X
X
X
39 Plants and animals in the course of their gen-
erations are changed and molded to meet the require-
ments of their existence and the individuals and
types best adapted to their life situations are the
ones that survive.
Applications
Why there are different kinds of people in
different parts of the world?
What brings about differences among people?
How do new species come to fit their surroundings
Are the survivors in a conflict always superior?
In what sense are the structures of living
organisms adaptive?
What are the factors which limit the spread ofa
species?
Where there ever forms of plants and animals
that no longer live?
Do any species ever die out in nature?
Why the polar bear is white? x
How do physical characteristics affect distri-
bution? x
x
x
40 The power of living things to change is definite-
ly restricted, specialization reaches the limit of
efficiency prescribed by mechanical or chemical laws.
Application
What brings about difference among people? x
What could make a species of plants or animals x
die out?
Are there parts of the earth where there are no
living things at all? x
Are there any conditions in which man cannot live? x
Why are there more plants and animals in some
places than in others? x
What are the factors which limit the spread of a x
species?
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TABLE I (Continued)
32
A B C D
Principles and Applications
41 The present variety in living forms has resulted
from the modification through long period of time of
simpler and less varied ancestral types, and by
degeneration in many groups of organisms from more
complex organisms.
Application
What brings about differences among people?
How do new species come to fit their surroundings
Why can some animals live only in the tropics,
while others live only in the arctic?
Did each species come into being independently
of the others?
Where did mankind come from?
In what respects do we consider the origin of
the human race like that of other species?
Why are there not the same kinds of living
things in different parts of the world that have
the same climate?
How did the present forms of animals originate?
42 As nature progressed in the production of new
forms, new potentialities were also added.
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
How do new species come to fit their surroundings
How can an individual sometimes manifest quali-
ties which neither of the parents has?
Where did mankind come from?
43
An adaptive character may give its possessors a
definite advantage over other members of the species
and so in the course of generations due to the elim-
ination of the non-possessors of this character, and
of the conferring of this character upon others by
heredity, become a character of all the members of
i
the species.
Application
Why there are different kinds of people in
different parts of the world?
What brings about differences among people?
How do new species come to fit their surroundings
Are the survivors in a conflict always superior?
In what sense are the structures of living
organisms adaptive
What could make a species of plants or animals
die out?
x
X
X
X
X
x
x
X
X
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TABLE I (continued)
Principles and applications
B D
33
44 Living things are not distributed uniformly or
at random over the surface of the earth, but are
found in definite zones and local regions where
conditions are favorable to their survival.
Application
Why can some animals live only in the tropics,
while others live only in the arctic?
Are there parts of the earth where there are no
living things at all?
Are there any conditions in which man cannot live
Why are there not the same kinds of living things
in different parts of the world that have the
same climate?
What are the factors which limit the spread of a
species?
Why are there more plants and animals in some
places than in others?
How do physical characteristics affect distri-
bution . x
x
x
x
x
x
45 All plants and animals are engaged in constant
struggle for energy.
Application
Whay may happen when native plants or animals are
driven off?
In what ways are the numbers of individuals of
one species in a given region limited by other
species?
Do wars have a biological as well as an economic
and geographic basis?
Is it possible to avoid competition?
x
x
46 All living things are continually engaged in an
exacting struggle with their environments.
Application
How do physical characteristics affect distribu-
tion? x
What could make a species of plants or animals
die out?
What environmental factors limit life?
Do wars have a biological as well as an economic
and geographic basis?
To what dangers are the young of plants and
animals exposed?
Against what do the young of plants and animals
have to be protected?
What are the factors which limit the spread of a
species?
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TABLE I (Continued) A
x
Principles and applications
47 The existence of organisms depends upon their
interrelations with the environment which includes
both the inorganic world and other organisms
.
Application
What could make a species of plants or animals
die out?
What environmental factors limit life?
Do wars have a biological as well as an economic
and geographic basis?
To what dangers are the young of plants and
animals exposed?
Against what do the young of plants and animals
have to be protected?
What are the factors which limit the spread of a
species?
How do physical characteristics affect distribu-
tion?
48
Every species of organism is subject to certain
checks or controls in the form of enemies and only
those members that are most capable of avoiding
their enemies survive to reproduce new offspring and
thereby, transmit many cf their characteristics to
their offspring.
Application
Why do states have specific hunting and fishing
laws?
What causes some pest or some disease to increase
rapidly at certain times.
What may happen when native plants or animals
are driven off?
How can insects that are harmless at one time
become injurious at another time?
What environmental factors limit life?
Do wars have a biological as well as an economic
and geographic basis? Jx
In what ways are the number of individuals of one
species in a given region limited by other specie*
To what dangers are the young of plants and
animals exposed?
Against what do the young of plants and animals
have to be protected?
How does man upset the balance of nature by
killing predatores?
In what ways are the numbers of individuals of
one species in a given region limited by other
species?
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TABLE I (continued)
1rinciples and applications A
49* All living organisms have other living things
which compete with them for the available energy.
Applications :
What causes some pest or some disease to increase
rapidly at certain times?
How can insects that are harmless at one time be-
come injurious at another time?
What environmental factors limit life?
Do wars have a biological as well as an economic
and geographic basis?
In what ways are the numbers of individuals of
one species in a given region limited by other
species?
To what dangers are the young of plants and ani-
mals exposed?
Against what do the young of plants and animals
have to be protected?
Is it possible for plants and animals to live
without injury to other living things?
x
50. Every living species is continually producing a
multitude of Individuals, many more than can survive,
varying more or less among themselves and all com-
peting with each other for the available energy.
Applications :
What may happen when native plants or animals are
driven off?
What causes some pest or some disease to Increase
rapidly at certain times?
Why do States have specific hunting and fishing
laws? x
How can insects that are harmless at one time
become injurious at another time?
Is it possible for plants and animals to live
without injury to other living things?
Is it possible to avoid competition?
How do new species come to fit their surroundings'
Do wars have a biological as well asan economic
and geographic basis? x
To what dangers are the young of plants and ani-
mals exposed?
Against what do the young of plants and animals
have to be protected?
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TABLE I (continued)
Principles and Applications A
51. For most species of organisms the great checks
on increase in numbers are enemies
,
disease and compe
tition between individuals of the same species and
of one species with another for food and other
necessities of lire.
Applications :
What causes some pest or some disease to increase
rapidly at certain times?
What may happen when native plants or animals are
driven off?
How can insects that are harmless at one time be-
come injurious at another time?
What environmental factors limit life?
Do wars have a biological as well as an economic
and geographic basis?
In what ways are the numbers of individuals of
one species in a given region limited by other
species?
To what dangers are the young of plants and ani-
mals exposed?
Against what do the young of plants and animals
have to be protected?
How do physical characteristics effect distribu-
tion?
What factors of environment affect distribution?
How can overfishing of Menhaden affect the
oyster fishing industry?
How does man upset the balance of nature by kill-
ing predatores?
x
x
52. The members of any species depend on the one
hand upon its rate of reproduction and on growth, and
on the other, upon its death rate from accident,
enemies and disease.
Applications :
Why do States have specific hunting and fishing
laws?
What causes some pest or some disease to increase
rapidly at certain times?
What may happen when native plants or animals are
driven off?
How can insects that are harmless at one time be-
come injurious at another time?
What could make a species of plants or animals
die out?
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TABLE I (continued)
Principles and Applications. B C D
52. Applications : (continued)
In what ways are the numbers of individuals of
one species in a given region limited by other
species?
To what dangers are the young of plants and
animals exposed?
Against what do the young of plants and animals
have to be protected?
How can overfishing of Menhaden affect the
oyster fishing industry?
How does man upset the balance of nature by
killing predators?
53 . , Those organisms which cannot adjust themselves
to their environment lose out in the struggle for ex-
istence .
Applications
:
What could make a species of plants or animals
die out?
What are the factors which limit the spread of
the species?
\ Were there ever forms of plants and animals!.
that no longer live?
Do any species ever die out in nature?
x
x
X
X
54. When the balance of nature is disturbed, dis-
astrous results often follow.
Applications
What causes some pest or some disease to increase
rapidly at certain times?
What may happen when native plants or animals
are driven off?
How can insects that are harmless atjone time be-
come injurious at another time?
Why does a plant or animal sometimes thrive bet-
ter when carried to a strange region?
How does man upset the balance of nature by kill-
ing predators?
In what ways are the numbers of individuals of
one species in a given region limited by other
species?
What could make a species of plants or animals
die out?
Why do States have specific hunting and fishing
laws?
How can overfishing of Menhaden affect the oyster
fishing industry?
x
x
x
X,
X
X
X,
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TABLE I (Continued)
Principles and Applications B
55 • The existing forms of life on the earth are not
all the forms of life which have existed; there has
been a great variety of animals and plants which have
passed away.
Applications
:
Were there ever forms of plants and animals that
no longer live?
Do any species ever die out in nature?
x
:
X
56
.
Species not fitted to the conditions about them
do not thrive and finally become extinct.
Applications
What could make a species of plants or animals
die out?
What are the factors which limit the spread of a
species?
Were there ever fprms of plants and animals that
no longer live?
Do any species ever die out in nature?
How do physical characteristics affect distribu-
tion? jx
j
57. The more highly speciallized an organism is,
the more likely it is to become extinct if its en-
vironment changes.
Applications
What could make a species of plants or animals
die out?
What are the factors which limit the spread of a !
species?
Were there ever forms of plants and animals that
no longer live?
Do any species ever die out in nature?
What disadvantages come to living things through
division of labor among organs and tissues?
58 . The surface of the earth and the atmosphere sur-
rounding the earth are undergoing constant changes;
therefore, in order to survive organisms must mi-
grate, hibernate, aestivate, build artificial shel-
ters or otherwise become adapted to these changes.
Applications :
How do living things fit themselves to new condi-
tions ?
How do plants and animals remain alive while in-
active during the winter?
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TABLE I (continued)
Principles and Applications A
59. The range of temperature for life activities is
very narrow as compared with the range of possible
temperatures . There is a minimum temperature below
which, and a maximum temperature above which no life
processes are carried on. The temperature range for
life processes is from many degrees below zero de-
grees centigrade to nearly the point of boiling of
water.
Applications
:
How is food preservation accomplished by canning,
drying, freezing, pasteurization or salting?
Why are there living things in some places but
not in others?
Are there any conditions in which man cannot
live?
What environmental factors limit life?
60. Life is confined to the surface of the earth and
to a few miles above and below, and no form of life
can go beyond these petty limits
.
Applications :
What environmental factors limit life?
Are there any conditions in which man cannot
live?
Are there parts of the earth where there are no
living things at all?
61 . Living organisms cannot live in the upper levels
of the atmosphere because of no oxygen for respira-
tion and because of a deficiency of pressure upon
the exterior of the body and the intense cold.
Applications :
Why are there living things in some places and
not in others?
Are there any conditions in which man cannot
live ?
What environmental factors limit life?
62. Heredity supplies the native capacities of an
organism; environment determines to a large extent
how fully these capacities will be developed.
Applications :
What brings about differences among people?
What is the relative importance of heredity and
environment in determining character?
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TABLE I (continued)
Principles and Applications A B D
62. Applications
:
(continued)
Can anything be done to counteract heredity?
Why are not all the offspring of the same parents
alike?
How is it that individuals sometimes lack quali-
ties which are present in one or both of the
parents?
How can a brother or sister be different?
How can the experience or condition of a pregnant
female influence the offspring?
x
x
x
x
x
63 . Many hereditary characters are subject. to non-
genetic or environmental variation in expression.
Applications
What is the relative importance of heredity and
environment in determining character?
What brings about differences among people?
Can anything be done to counteract heredity?
Why are not all offspring of the same parents
alike?
How is it that individuals sometimes lack quali-
ties which are present in one or both of the
parents?
How can a brother or sister be different?
How can the experience or condition of a pregnant
female influence the offspring?
64. Cells within an organism are dependent upon their
environment as well as their genes in the process of
becoming what they finally become.
Applications
Etow can the experience or condition of a pregnant
female influence the offspring?
What is the relative importance of heredity and
environment in determing character?
What brings about differences among people?
Can anything be done to conteract heredity?
Why are not all the offspring of the same parents
alike?
How can a brother or sister be different?
How is it that individuals sometimes lack quali-
ties which are present in one or both of the par-
ents?
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
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TABLE I (continued)
Principles and Applications D
65
.
When new species are introduced into a country,
few individuals or species will find themselves in the
same balance as in their old home. For the majority,
conditions will be unfavorable; they Will fail to
gain a footing and they will disappear. If the in-
troduced species chances to be better suited,
especially if it is removed from its old enemies
and parasites, its numbers will increase often far
beyond anything possible to it in its native country;
not infrequently, its abundance will force it into
changed habits.
Applications
:
How do new species come to fit their surroundings' 1
What could make a species of plants or animals
die out?
What are the factors which limit the spread of a
species?
Were there ever forms of plants and animals that
no longer live?
Do any species ever die out in nature?
How do physical characteristics affect distribu-
tion?
If species result from adaptation to particular
conditions, how can they live in strange surround
ings ?
Why does a plant or animal sometimes thrive bette: 1
when carried to a strange region?
How can insects that are not harmful in one region
do great damage in another region?
x
66.
The less the amount of parental care given to the
offspring, the greater is the need for the animal to he
prolific
.
Applications :
What is the significance of the great abundance
of spores produced by Bread Mold? x
Why do some species produce many eggs, others
few?
Against what do the young of plants and animals
have to be protected?
Why are so many eggs produced by one fish?
67.
In many organisms the number of young wich are
produced bears a definite relation to the chance of
survival; the smaller the chance, the more numerous
the Offspring.
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TABLE I (Continued) If
Principles and Applications A B C D
67. Applications:
What is &he significance of the great abundance
0 of spores produced by Bread mold? X
Why are so many eggs produced by one fish? X *X
Why do some species produce many eggs, others few' X
Why do some species produce such a tremendous
number of young? X
68. Stretches of water apt as barriers to purely ter-
restrial animals and stretches of land bar the migra-
tions of the inhabitants of water.
Applications
:
What are the factors which limit the spread of a
species? X
69. Each species of animal or plant tends to extend
its range until some impassible barrier is encounterec
Applications
What are the effects of isolation of an animal
type ?
What are the factors which limit the spread of a
species ? X
X
How do organisms spread from place to p&ace? X
70. Isolation of a piece of land or a body of water
from the rest of the world always permits its animals
and plant inhabitants to evolve along their own
peculiar lines, and each race involved tends to become
more uniform.
' Application:
How did the present forms of animals originate?
Why are there not the same kinds of living things
X
in different parts of the world that have the
same climate? X
What are the effects of isolation of an animal
type? X
71. Some of the differences between related groups of
organisms separated by a geographical barrier are due
adaptive responses to slightly different environmental
factors
.
tc
Applications
:
What are the effects of isolation of an animal
type?
How did the present form of animals originate?
wfry are there not the same kinds of living things
X
X
in different parts of the world that have the
same climate? X
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TABLE I (continued)
Principles and Applications A
72. Most regions that are surrounded by barriers are
devoid of a very great variety of species of animals
or plants. However, the larger the area isolated,
the greater the variety of forms
.
Applications
:
What environmental factors limit life?
How did the present forms of animals originate?
What are the effects of isolation of an animal
type?
73* In general, the natural flora and fauna of the
region is the most luxuriant that it can support
.
Applications :
What causes some pest or some disease to increase
rapidly at certain times?
What may happen when native plants or animals are
driven off?
Why are there more plants and animals in some
places than in others?
7^. Discontinuous widespread distribution is charac-
teristic of old groups of plants and animals and means
that they formerly occupied also much of the inter-
vening space.
Applications :
Why are there different kinds of people in dif-
ferent parts of the world?
Why are there not the same kinds of living things
in different parts of the world that have the
same climate?
75* The distribution of any group of land animals will
depend upon three factors - first, upon the region
where the group happened to originate; second, upon
the connections which this region, then and later,
happened to have with other land masses; and third,
upon the fate of the group in the different regions
to which it obtained access.
Applications
Why are there different kinds of people in dif-
ferent parts of the world?
What are the effects of isolation of an animal
type?
Why are there not the same kinds of living things
in different parts of the world that have the
same climate?
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TABLE I (continued)
Principles and Applications A
75 • Applications
:
(continued)
What are the factors which limit the spread of a
species?
How do physical characteristics affect distribu-
tion? x
Why are there more plants and animals in some
places than in others?
76. New species of plants and animals appear at some
definite point on the earth and then spread out from
that location as a center.
Applications :
Why are there different kinds of people in dif-
ferent parts of the world?
Why are there not the same kinds of living things
in different parts of the world that have the
same climate?
77* Change in the numbers of organisms in communities
may be rapid enen though the environmental conditions
apparently alter slowly and gradually.
Applications 1
Does the number of individuals in a species re-
main about the same from year to year?
What causes some pest or some disease to increase
rapidly at certain times?
78. For most species of organisms, periods of great
scarcity of individuals alternate with waves of great
abundance; and the peaks of the waves succeed each
other inaregular cycle.
Applications :
What causes some pest or some disease to increase
rapidly at certain times?
Does the number of individuals in a species re-
main about the same year after year?
79* Animals of diverse origin, living among similar
surroundings ,' tend to become at least superficially
alike and they often develop parts that have the same
function
.
Applications ;
How did the present forms of animals originate?
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TABLE I (continued)
Principles and Applications A
80.
In organisms inhabiting similar environments,
evolution has often produced convergence--the molding
of unrelated stocks into similar forms by the needs
of their way of life.
Applications
:
How did the present forms of animals originate?
Why are there not the same kinds of living things
in different parts of the world that have the
same climate?
8 l
.
Reproduction is a fundamental biological process
that provides for the continuance of life on the
earth by providing new individuals
.
Applications :
Can both plants and animals produce others of
their own kind?
How are dying individuals replaced?
What process is essential for the survival of the
species?
82. Except for those organisms which exhibit meta-
genisis, all living things are able in one way or
another to produce new living things like, or nearly :
like, themselves.
Applications
Can both plants and animals produce others of
their own kind?
How are dying individuals replaced?
Are the distinctive characteristics of persons
inherited by their children?
83 . All the modes of reproduction of organic life are
alike in their nature, varying only in complexity of
development. They fall into two general categories,
asexual and sexual reproduction.
Applications
What is the same in other animals as in ourselves 4
How do animals without eggs reproduce themselves?
Is there sex in all kinds of animals?
Is there sex in all kinds of plants?
Do a tree and a squirrel have any processes in
common?
Are plants and animals fundamentally alike?
In what respects are all individuals exactly
alike?
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TABLE I (continued)
Principles and Applications A
84 . Cell division is the essential mechanism of re-
production, of heredity and to a large extent, of
organic evolution.
Applications :
How do potatoes reproduce their kind? x
How do animals without eggs reproduce themselves?
How do unicellular plants and animals reproduce?
How do unicellular plants and animals reproduce?
How are hereditary changes brought about?
85. Living things come only from living things.
Applications :
How are dying individuals replaced?
Do Microbes have parents?
How do living things originate?
Can living things come into being today from non-
living materials?
Where did mankind come from?
86. All life comes from preceding life.
Applications .
How are dying individuals replaced?
Do microbes have parents?
How do living things originate?
Can living things come into being today from non-
living materials?
Where did mankind come from?
87. Protoplasm is built only by protoplasm and every
cell comes from a cell
.
Applications :
(Same applications plus the following)
How does the term, "growing" differ when applied
to living or non-living things?
How do plants and animals increase in size?
88. All cells arise through the division of previous
cells (or protoplasm) back to the primitive ancestral
cell (or protoplasm)
.
Applications :
What evidence is there of man's relatedness to
other organisms?
How does the term, "growing" differ when applied
to living or non-living things?
How do plants and animals increase in size?
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TABLE I (continued)
Principles and Applications A
89
.
In sexual reproduction, a male cell from one par-
ent unites with a female cell from the other parent
to produce the young (except in the few cases, of
self-fertilization)
.
Applications :
How does sexual reproduction take place in verte-
brates?
What is the difference between sexual and asexual
reproduction?
What are the advantages of the mammalian method
of reproduction?
90. Sexual reproduction is an almost universal method
of reproduction and occurs in representatives of every
phylum of plants and animals
.
Applications
;
Do a tree and a squirrel have any processes in
common?
What is the same in other animals as in ourselves 4
What evidence is there of man's relatedness to
other organisms?
91. All sexually reproduced individuals begin their
careers as single fertilized cells.
Applications :
What Is the same in other animals as in ourselves"
What evidence is there of man’s relatedness to
other organisms?
What is the difference between sexual and asexual
reproduction?
Do a tree and a squirrel have any processes in
common?
92.
In organisms, which reproduce by sexual means,
fertilization servestwo functions--stimulation of the
egg to develop and introduction of the heredity of
the male parent.
Applications
:
What is the difference between sexual and asexual
reproduction?
What are the advantages of the mammalian method
of beproduction?
Is inheritance due to something in the blood?
What are the advantages of cross-pollenation?
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TABLE I (continued)
Principles and Applications
93* Regeneration is almost universal among living thirfgs
from the simple to the more complex animals the abili
ties to regenerate lost parts and to reproduce a-
sexually fall off, gradually and independently, as
the body becomes more specialized.
Applications
:
Why do oyster fishermen no longer cut starfish
into pieces and throw them back into the sea?
How do organisms regenerate lost organs?
Can any animal grow into an entirely new individ-
ual from one portion, as many plants can?
Kow do living things originate?
How do animals without eggs reproduce themselves?
How do unicellular plants and animals reproduce?
Why does grass continue to grow on lawns even
though it is never permitted to grow seeds?
9^. Asexual reproduction in organisms may be brought
about by fission (simple division), by external or
internal budding or by sporulations
.
Applications :
How do living things originate?
How do unicellular plants and animals reproduce?
Why does ^;rass continue to grow on lawns even
though it is never permitted to grow seeds?
What is the difference between sexual and asexual
reproduction?
How do animals without eggs reproduce themselves?
How do potatoes reproduce their kind?
Of what advantage is the production of spores?
95* The fundamental process of reproduction in all
organisms whose cells possess nuclei is cell division
which results in the precise distribution of the
chromatin of the nucleus.
Applications
Do a tree and a squirrel have any processes in
common?
Are plants and animals fundamentally alike?
What is the same in other animals as in ourselves
What evidence is there of man’s relatedness to
other organisms?
How do aniimals without dggs reproduce themselves?
How do unicellular plarts and animals reproduce?
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TABLE I (continued)
Principles and Applications B D
96. Reproduction in all organisms is a process of
growth in which a single cell or a group of cells is
separated from the parent body and develops into a
new individual.
Applications :
How do potatoes reproduce their kind?
Do a tree and a squirrel have any processes in
common?
Are plants and animals fundamentally alike?
What evidence is there of man's relatedness to
other organisms?
Hew do animals without eggs reproduce themselves
How do unicellular plants and animals reproduce?
What is the same in other animals as in our-
selves?
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
97/. The most primitive method of reproduction employed
by organisms is the splitting of the whole body into
two halves, each of which grows into a complete new
individual
.
Applications :
How do unicellular plants and animals reproduce?
How do animals without eggs reproduce themselves'
x
x
98. Alternation of generations or a somewhat paral-
lel process is characteristic of all higher plants
but is comparatively uncommon with animals.
Applications :
Is there alternation of generations in plants? x
99. Throughout the plant and animal kingdoms there
is a general preference for cross-fertilization;
an avoidance of union of the eggs with male elements
of the same individual . In these animals and in the
great majority of plants which are hermaphroditic
there are usually precautions to restrain self-
fertilization.
Applications :
What brings about differences among people?
100.
The ability and necessity of members of a specie
to produce other individuals like themselves is es-
sential for the welfare and maintenance of the
species, since no living thing can maintain itself
for an unlimited period of time.
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TABLE I (continued)
Principles and Applications A
100. Applications
Can both plants and animals produce others of
their own kind?
How are dying individuals replaced?
What process is essential for the survival of
the species?
101. Sexual union in plants and animals affords a.
method of variation due to the mixing of different
protoplasms
.
Applications :
What are the advantages of the mammalian method
of reproduction?
How can an individual sometimes manifest quali-
ties which neither of the parents have?
How are hereditary changes brought about?
What are the advantages of cross-pollenation?
How did the present forms of animals originate?
What is the difference between sexual and
asexual reproduction?
102. In plants and animals sub ject< to parthenogene-
tic development (development from unfertilized germ-
inal cells) reduction of chromosomes does not occur.
Applications :
What is the difference between sexual and
asexual reproduction?
103. Living things, even of the same kind, are never
exactly alike, not even with regard to single traits
(characteristics) such as color or shape.
Applications :
In what respects are all individuals exactly
alike?
Can two individuals be exactly alike?
Do a tree and a squirrel have any processes in
common?
Are plants and animals fundamentally alike?
What is the same in other animals as in our-
selves?
104. All embryos start from a single fertilized egg
cell and grow through division and re-division into
the form of the organism which produces the egg cell
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TABLE I (continued)
Principles and Applications
104
.
Applications
:
Do a tree and a squirrel have any processes in
common?
Are plants and animals fundamentally alike?
What is the same in other animals as in our-
selves?
In what respects are all individuals exactly
alike?
What evidence is there of man’s relatedness to
other organisms?
How do living things originate?
How does an egg change into a complete animal?
Does a seed or egg contain a miniature of the
parent?
105.
The action of "organizers" (probably chemical in
character) produced in the developing embryo causes
developing egg, which at first acts as a whole, to
produce specialized parts which develop Independently
Applications
What brings about differences among people?
How can the same food produce such different
results In a calf and a baby?
Why do roots grow downward and stems upward?
t ie
106.
The life history of new Individuals tends to re-
capitulate the history of the race.
Applications :
What evidence is there of man’s relatedness to
other organisms.
How can we tell that distinct kinds of plants
and animals are related?
How can we tell that forms of life have changed
In the past?
107.
Similarities in the emb’ryological development
of organisms show hereditary relationships between
these organisms; and the closer two species are re-
lated, the longer theyparallel one another in de-
velopment .
Applications
How can we tell that distinct kinds of .'plants
and animals are related?
What evidence is there of man’s relatedness to
other organisms?
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TABLE I (continued) A B
Principles and Applications
103 Adult organisms that differ greatly from one anet
other, but which show fundamental similarities in ern-j
bryological development have originated from similar
j
ancestors
.
Application
What evidence is there of Man's relatedness to I
other organisms?
109 The embryos of different animals, in addition
to being mere like each other as developments is
traced backwards, show also a widening contrast
with their parents and their adult destiny.
Application
What evidence is there of Man's relatedness to
other organisms?
How can we tell that distinct kinds of plants
and animals are related?
How can we tell that forms of life have changed
in the past?
110 The hereditary characters in all organisms are
determined by the genes which are carried in the
chromosomes
.
Application
How are physical characteristics inherited? f
x
What brings about differences among people?
Why may a child have brown eyes even though its
parents have blue eyes? | xWhy are not all the offspring of the same
alike?
ities which are present in one or both of cne
parents ?
Is inheritance due to something in the blood?
Ill The hereditary characteristics possessed by any
\
organism depends wholly upon the genes that were
transmitted to it in the reproductive cells received l
from the parents
.
Application
How do potatoes produce their kind?
;
x
How are physical characteristics Inherited? • x
What brings about differences among lpeople?
How is it that individuals sometimes lack
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TABLE I (continued) A
a
B
:
:
c D
Principles and Applications
111 ( continued)
Why may a child have brown eyes even though its
parents have blue eyes? X
Why are not all the offspring of the same parent
alike?
Kow is it that individuals sometimes lack
3
X
qualities which are present in one or both of
the parents?
X
How can a brother and sister be different?
Does a seed or egg contain a miniature of the
X
parent? X
Is inheritance due to something in the blood?
How can the experience or condition of a pregnan -
X
female influence the offspring? X
112 In most cases, a character is not determined by
a single gene but by the interplay of two or more
genes. In this interaction the genes may interfere
with, modify, counteract or reinforce each other.
Application
How can an individual sometimes manifest quali-
ties which neither of the parents has? X
Why may a child have brown eyes even though its
parents have blue eyes?
Why are not all the offspring of the same
parents alike?
How is it that individuals sometimes lack
X
X
qualities which are present in one or both of
the parents? X
How can a brother and sister be different? X
How are physical characteristics inherited? X X
113 Living things reproduced offspring which possess
the genes of their ancestors, though, these offspring
do not necessarily resemble any of these ancestors.
Application
Is inheritance due to something in the blood?
In what respects are all individuals exactly
x
alike? X
114 The genes in the chromosomes of the tgg and the p
sperm are the carriers of the structural characters
of the parents to the next generation.
Application
How are physical characteristics inherited? X
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TABLE I (continued) A B D
Principles and Application
Ilk (Continued)
Are the distinctive characteristics of
inherited by their children?
Does a seed or egg contain a miniature
parent?
Is inheritance due to something in the
Kow can the experience or condition of
female influence the offspring?
persons
of the
blood?
a pregna i .t
x
x
x
x
115
are
The genes in the chromos®Ames of eggs and sperms
the physical basis of heredity.
How are physical characteristics inherited?
What brings about differences among people?
Does a seed or egg contain a miniature of the
parent?
Is inheritance due to something in the blood?
How can experience or condition of a pregnant
female influence the offspring?
x
X
X
X
X
116 Meiosis or "chromosome reduction” from the
diploid to the ploid number occurs at some stage in
all organisms in which sexual processes take place;
and when followed by the return to the diploid
number of chromosomes at fertilization, it keeps the
number of chromosomes constant for the species
.
Application
Do a tree and a squirrel have any processes
in common?
What evidence is there of man’s relatedness to
other organisms?
What is the difference between sexual and
asexual reproduction?
How does sexual reproduction take place in
vertabrates?
x
x
x
x
117 The separation of homologous chromosomes at
reduction division in the germ cell is a matter of
chance-the separation in any one pair occurs absolu-
tely without reference to what had occurred in any
other pair in the cell.
Application
Why may a child have brown eyes even though its
parents have blue eyes?
How can an individual sometimes manifest
qualities which neither of the parents has?
Why are not all the offspring of the same
parents alike?
x
x
x
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TABLE l (Continued) A
Principles and Application
117 Application (Continued)
How is it that individuals sometimes lack
qualities which are present in one or both of
the parents?
How can a brother and sister be different?
118 During the process of maturation in an egg or a
sperm, corresponding maternal and paternal chromo-
somes, with their genes, go to different cells in
the reduction division so that each secondary oocyte
or spermatocyte receives one but not both of these
chromosomes with its genes
.
Application
Why may a child have brown eyes even though its
parents have blue eyes? x
How can an individual sometimes manifest qual-
ities which neither of the parents has?
Why are not all the offspring of the same
parents alike?
How is it that individuals sometimes lack
qualities which are present in one or both of
the parents?
How can a brother and sister be different?
119 In plants the gamete-bearing phase of the life
cycle is haploid; the spore bearing phase is diploid,
The reduction division occurs during spore formation
,
Application
Of what advantage is the production of spores?
Is there alternation of generations in plants?
120 In the maturation of the sex cells at the pair-
ing of the chromosomes, except for the single sex
chromosomes, the two members of each pair come
originally one from the paternal line and one from
the maternal line.
Application
Why may a child have brown eyes even though its
parents have blue eyes? x
How can an individual sometimes manifest qual-
ities which neither of the parents has?
Why are not all the offspring of the same
parents alike?
How is it that individuals sometimes lack qual-
ities which are present in one or both parents?
How can a brother and sister be different?
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ATABLE I (continued)
Principles and Application
121
The heredity of an individual organism produced
by sexual means is determined by what occurs to the
chromosomes in the reduction division in maturation
and in fertilization.
Application
How does sexual reproduction take place in ver-
tebrates?
Why may a child have brown eyes even though its
parents have blue eyes? x
Why are not all the offspring of the same
parents alike?
How is it that individuals sometimes lack
qualities which are present in one or both
of the parents?
How can a brother and sister be different?
How are physical characteristics inherited? x
Does a seed or egg contain a miniature of the
parent?
Is inheritance due to something in the blood?
How can the experience or condition of a preg-
nant female influence the offspring?
How can an individual sometimes manifest
qualities which neither of the parents has?
122
In fertilization in most bisexual organisms,
the egg contributes half the number of chromosomes
to the zygote as does also the sperm.
Application
What is the difference between sexual and
asexual reproduction?
Why may a child have brown eyes even though its
parents have blue eyes?
Why are not all the offspring of the same
parents alike?
x
123
No relation exists between the common origin of
chromosomes from the same gamete and their later
distribution during chromosome reduction. Chance
alone seems to determine how the chromosomes are
distributed
.
Application%y may a child have brown eyes even though its
parents have blue eyes?
How can an individual sometimes manifest qual-
ities which neither of the parents has?
Why are not all the offspring of the same
parents alike?
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TABLE I (continued) A
Principles and application
Application (continued)
How is it that individuals sometimes lack quali-
ties which are present in one or both parents?
How can a brother and sister be different?
124
Each kind of living thing has its characteristic
chromosome complement, and the constancy of that com-
plement is preserved at each cell division. Different
species show the utmost diversity in number, size, anc
form of chromosomes.
Are plants and animals fundamentally alike? X
125
All cells within one multicellular individual,
except the gametes in animald and the spores in plants,
are characterized by the same chromosomal content, as
they all originated by cell division from a common cftjl.
In what respect are all individuals exactly alike?
Are plants and animals fundamentally alike?
123a The number of chromosomes in the somatic cells of
all individuals of a species is a constant; except in
chimeras, gynandromorphs, etc.
In what respect are all individuals exactly alike
Are plants and animals fundamentally alike?
126
All individuals of a unicellular species, except
asexual species, contain the same number of "similar
sets" of chromosomes.
How do unicellular plants and animals reproduce?
127
New kinds of living things have arisen through
mutation
.
Application
Why there are different kinds of people in
different parts of the world?
How do new species come to fit their surroundings
Did each species come into being independently
of the Mothers?
Where did mankind come from?
In what reSpects do we consider the origin of
the human race like that of other species?
How did the present forms of animals originate?
What brings about differences among people?
How do we create new kinds of plants or animals?
What causes new species to arise?
How are hereditary changes brought about?
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TABLE I ( front inued) A3
Principles and Application
128
The genes of all organisms are subject to change
such changes producing heritable modifications in
organisms called mutations
.
Application
What brings about differences among people?
Does the adaptation of a living thing carry
over to later generations?
What kinds of variations are inherited?
If the environment causes changes in an indivi-
dual, are these passed on to the next generatior
What causes new species to arise?
Bow are hereditary changes brought about?
How did the present forms of animals originate?
Is evolution going on today?
129
The history of organisms shows that evolution
and race divergence has been the result of mutations
Application
Why there are different kinds of people in
different parts of the world?
What causes new species to arise?
Did each species come into being independently
of the others?
Where did mankind come from?
In what respects do we consider the origin of
the human race like that of other species?
How did the present forms of animals originate?
130
Mutations occur, independently of the activities
of individuals, as more or less haphazard hereditary
variations
.
Application
Why there are different kinds of people in
different parts of the world?
What brings about differences among people?
How do new species come to fit their surrounding
Does the adaptation of a living thing carry ove: *
to later generations?
Are the effects cf experience, training or injury
passed on to the new generation?
What kinds of variations are inherited?
If the environment causes changes in an indivi-
dual, are these passed on to the new generation ’
How can an individual sometimes manifest qual-
ities which neither of the parents has?
What causes new species to arise?
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TABLE I (continued)
Principle
A B
and application
130
Application (Continued)
How are hereditary changes brought about?
Where did mankind come from?
How did the present forms of animals originate?
131
New types of living things arise through varia-
tions in the previously existing kinds.
Application
Why there are different kinds of people in
different parts of the world?
How do new species come to fit .Ltheir surround-
ings?
Did each species come into being independently
of the others?
Where did mankind come from?
In what respects do we consider the origin of
the human race like that of other species?
How did the present forms of animals originate?
What brings about differences among people?
132
All heritable variations, which are not the
result of recomingations of genes, are mutations
which are changes in genes, in some cases induced by
environmental agents
.
Application
Why there are different kinds of people in
different parts of the world?
What brings about differences among people?
How do new species come to fit their surroundin
If species result from adaptation to particular
conditions, how can they live in strange
surroundings?
Does the adaptation of a living thing carry
over to later generations?
Are the effects of experience, training of
injury passed on to the new generation?
What kinds of variations are inherited?
If the environment causes changes in individual
are these passed on to the next generation?
How can an individual sometimes manifest qual-
ities which neither of the parents has?
What causes new species to arise?
How are hereditary changes brought about?
Where did mankind come from?
In what respects do we consider the origin of
the human race like that of other species?
How did the present forms of animals originate?
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TABLE I (continued) A
Principle and application
133 Any hereditary change that follows the laws of
Mendelian heredity is due to a gene mutation.
(Same applications)
134 Acquired characters are not inherited.
Applications :
Does the adaptation of a living thing carry
over to later generations?
Are the effects of experience, training or in-
jury passed on to the new generation?
What kinds of variations are inherited?
If the environment causes changes in an indiv-
idual, are these passed on to the next genera-
tion?
Does a seed or egg contain a miniature of the
parent?
135 Fluctuation variations found withing a pure lin<
are not inherited and cannot change the character of
the offspring permanently.
Applications
:
What kinds of variations are inherited?
Does the adaptation of a living thing carry over
to later generations?
Are the effects of experience, training or in-
jury passed on to the new generation?
If environment causes changes in an individual,
,^ these., passed on. to_ the next generation?136 Tne germ plasm of animals ana plants passes on
from generation to generation and there has been a
continuous stream from the first organisms to the
present living organisms.
Applications
Is inheritance due to something in the blood?
In what respects are all individuals exactly
alike?
What evidence is there of man's relatedness to
other organisms?
137
The fundamental function of the germ plasm is t h<
perpetuation of the species; the body or somaplasm
serves as the vehicle for the germ plasm.
Applications :
How are physical characteristics inherited?
Is inheritance due to something in the blood?
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TABLE I (continued)
PRINciples and Applications A D
138 Sex is inherited. It follows a given distribu-
tion of the chromosomes according todefinite Mendel-
ian ratios.
Applications :
What brings about differences among people?
In what ways are males and females different?
x
x
139 In the vast majority of organisms, it is the
male who has the unsymmetrical chromosome complement
and the sperms, therefore, are the decisive begetter!
either of males or of females.
Applications :
In what ways are males and females different? x
lAO Living things alter their types. The presett
species have not always existed but have originated
by descent from others which, in turn, were derived
from still earlier ones and so down to the first
living forms
.
Applications :
Why polar bears are white
.
Why there are different kinds of people in dif-
ferent parts of the world.
How do living things originate?
Did each species come Into being independently
of the others?
Where did mankind come from?
In what respects do we consider the origin of
the human race like that of other species?
How did the present forms of animals originate?
x
x
x
x
x
x
lAl Variation and heredity together and responsible
for the appearance and the continuation of the pro-
cesses of evolution.
Applications :
Did each species come into being independently
of the others?
Where did mankind come from?
How can we tell that distinct kinds of plants
and animals are related?
In what respects do we consider the origin of
the human race like that of other species?
How did the present forms of animals originate?
Is evolution going on today?
Does the idea of evolution apply to man?
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
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TABLE I (continued) A
Principles and applications
142
The first forms of life were altogether inde-
pendent, but evolution has resulted in the general
interdependence of organisms
.
Application
Do wars have a biological as well as an economic
and geographic basis?
What are the factors which limit the spread of
a species?
Could any organism live by itself?
x143
Most of the species of modern animals are of
relatively recent origin, having evolved from others
in the past and probably coninuing to evolve into
other species of animals.
Application
Did each species come into being independently
of the others?
Where did mankind come from?
How can we tell that distinct kinds of plants
and animals are related?
In what respects do we consider the origin of
the human race like that of other species?
How did the present forms of animals originate?
Does the idea of evolution apply to man?
Is evolution going on today?
144
In the second and later generations of a hybrid,
every possible combination of the parent character
occurs and each combination appears in a definite
proportion of the individuals.
Application
How does man use crossing and controlled breed-
ing to produce new types?
How can we preserve useful plants and animals?
Why may a child have brown eyes even though its
parents have blue eyes?
How can an individual sometimes manifest qual-
ities which neither of the parents has?
Why are not all the offspring of the same parents
alike?
How is it that individuals sometimes lack quali-
ties which are present in one or both of the
parents?
How can a brother and a sister be different?
x
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TABLE I (continued) A
—
Principles and applications
145 Every individual organism is composed of distinc :
hereditary characters (genes). In a hybrid, the
different parental genes are combined. When the sex
genes separate again, remaining quite unchanged and
pure, each sex cell contains only one of the two
genes of one pair.
Application
Why may a child have brown eyes even though its
parents have blue?
Why are not all the offspring of the same
parents alike?
How is it that individuals sometimes lack qual-
ities which are present in one or both of the
parents
.
How can a brother and sister be different?
146 The individuals of the first generation of
hybrids, the F generation, are uniform in appearance
in alternative inheritance .. .only one of the two
parental characters, the stronger or the dominant one„
is shewn. In intermediated inheritance, a mixture off
the parental characteristics Is shown.
Application
How does man use crossing and controlled breed-
ing to produce new types?
How can we preserve useful plants and animals?
Why may a child have brown eyes even though its
parents have blueses?
How can an individual sometimes manifest qual-
ities which either of the parents has?
Why are not all the offspring of the same
parents alike?
How is it that individuals sometimes lack qual-
ities which are present in one or both of the
parents ?
How can a brother and sister be different?
x
x
147
Since the genes of the two parents combine at
random in the germ cells, and since the germ cells
meet at random In fertilization, the individuals of
any generation occur in certain predictable ratios
.
(Same applications)
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TABLE I (continued) A B be
Principles and application
148
In a cross of the Fp generation of hybrids, the
j
genes, which determine the characters, are segregatec
in the gametes so that a certain percent of the off-
spring possess the dominant character alone, a cert-
ain percent the recessive character alone, with a
certain percentage again hybrid in nature.
(Same applications)
.
149
In polyhybrid crossings, (F n individuals with
two or more pairs of hereditary characters), all
possible combinations of the parental characters are
shown in characteristic ratios.
(Same applications).
150
New types of organisms, different enough to be
regarded as new species, may spring fully formed frori
a cross.
Application
Can new plants be produced by breeding?
Can one kind of living thing be changed into
another kind?
What are the advantages of cross-pollenaticn?
How do we create new kinds of plants and animal:
How can we improve the qualities of domestic
plants and animals?
What causes new species to arise?
How does man use crossing and controlled breed-
ing to produce new types?
How are hereditary changes brought about?
x
x
x
x
X
X
X
151
The sex chromosomes may carry the genes for a
number of characters other than sex. Such charac-
ters are sex-linked.
Application
In what ways are males and females different?
How is it that individuals sometimes lack
qualities which are present in one or both of
the parents?
How can a brother and sister be different?
152
Genes that lie in the same chromosome tend to
remain together in reduction so that the characters
which they determine are linked in inheritance.
Application
How are physical characteristics inherited?

TABLE I (continued) A
Principles and Applications
153 The greater the distance two genes lie apart in
the chromosome, the more often will they separate anc
cross over when a chromosome fragment and part of it
adheres to another chromosome.
Application
How are physical characteristics inherited?
How are hereditary changes brought about?
15^ In breeding in plants and animals results in a
uniform strain.
Application
Can new plants be produced by breeding?
What are the advantages of self-pollenation?
How can we preserve useful plants and animals?
How does man use crossing and controlled breed-
ing to produce new types?
155 Reversion occurs only when different varieties
of plants or animals are crossed, never in genetical]|y
pure stocks.
Application
How does man use crossing and controlled breed-
ing to produce new types?
How can we preserve useful plants and animals?
156 All living organisms (except viruses and bacterlo
hages) carry on the common life processes; reproduc-
tion, growth, nutrition, excretion, respiration and
irritability
.
Application
Do a tree and a squirrel have any processes in
common?
Can both plants and animals produce others of
their own kind?
Are plants and animals fundamentally alike?
What is the same in other animals as in ourselves
In what respects are all individuals exactly
alike?
What evidence is there of Man’s relatedness to
other organisms?
157 All living things grow by intussusception of
assimilation, making over the materials which are
taken into the body into the kind of material of
which the body is composed.
x
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TABLE I (continued)
Principles and application
157 Application
Are plants and animals fundamentally alike?
What is the same in other animals as in ourselves
In what respects are all individuals exactly alike
How does the term, "growing" differ when appliec
to living or non-living things?
How do plants and animals increase in size?
Why growing children need three meals a day: x
Why growing children need more sleep than adultsx
Why is food necessary to living things?
Can both plants and animals change food into
living cells?
Do a tree and a squirrel have any processes in
common?
What are the functions of foods in the body?
How can the same food produce such different
results in a calf and a baby?
158 Growth and repair are fundamental activities of
all protoplasm.
Application
Are plants and animals fundamentally alike?
What is the same in other animals as in ourselves
In what respects are all individuals exactly a3£$e
How does the term, "growing", differ when applied
to living or non-living things?
How do plants and animals increase in size?
Why growing children need three meals a day?
Why growing children need more sleep than adultsx
Why is fodd necessary to living things?
Do a tree and a squirrel have any processes in
common?
What is the same in other animals as in ourselves
159 Living organisms, during the growth period,
increase the mass of the cell from within through the
ingestion and utilitzation of food substances. When
the cell reaches a maximum size, mitosis usually
results
.
{Same applications.)
160 Growth and development in organisms is essential-
ly a cellular phenomenon - a direct result of mitotic
cell division - and it is always controlled and guided
by axiate organization of the cell.
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TABLE I (continued)
Principle and application
160 Application
How does the term, "growing" differ when applied
to living or non-living things?
How do plants and animals increase in; size?
Why growing children need three meals a day? x
Why growing children need more sleep than adults x
Why is food necessary to living things?
161 When anabolism exceeds catabolis, as it does in
all young animals, growth is inevitable.
(Same applications)
162 The food requirements of every living thing are
fuels capable of yielding when oxidized, the supply of
energy without which life cannot continue: materials
for growth and for replacement for the slight wearing
away of the living tissue involved in any activity;
minerals, the necessary constituents of cell structures,
of cell products, and of the bathing fluid of cells.
Application
How should one select foods? x
Are plants and animals fundamentally alike?
How should we select our foods?
Must all living things have food?
What are the functions of food in the body?
What are the fodd needs of the body?
163 The protoplasm of a cell carries on continuously;
all the general processes of any living body; the
processes concerned in the growth and repair of up-
building of protoplasm (anabolism) and the processes
concerned with the breaking down of protoplasm and
elimination of wastes from the cell (catabolism).
The sum of all these chemical and physical processes^
is metabolism.
Application
Are plants and animals fundamentally alike?
What is the same in other animals as in ourselves
In what respects are all Individuals exactly
alike?
How do plants and animals increase in size?
Why growing children need three meals a day? x
Why growing children need more sleep than adults x
Why is food necessary to living things?
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/TABLE I (continued) A
Principles and application
164
The energy which makes possible the activity of
most living things comes at fitfst from the sun and ij
secured by the organism through the oxidation of fooc
within its body.
Application
Could any organism live by itself?
Is it true that, "animals could not live if
there were no plants."
Can both plants and animals make their own food'
Why is food necessary to living things?
Does the energy which a person uses really come
from the sun?
s
165
Energy and matter are not created or destroyed : n
the reactions associated with the life processes but
are passed on from organism to organism in endless
succession
.
Application
Could any organism live by itself?
Is it true that, "animals could not live if
there were no plants?"
Why is food necessary to living things?
Why growing children need three meals a day? x
Is there danger of exhausting the supply of raw
materials used by plants in food production?
How can a group of plants and animals live
sealed up together in an air tight container?
166
Throughtout the life of every organism, there is
a building up and tearing down of protoplasm with
constant transformations of energy.
Application
Are plants and animals fundamentally alike?
What is the same in other animals as in ourselves
In what respects are all individuals exactly
alike?
How do plants and animals increase in size?
Why growing children need three meals a day? !x
Why growing children need more sleep than adultsx
Why is food necessary to living things?
167
All living things, except a few anaerobes auto-
trophic bacteria, secure their energy by oxidizing
food
.
Application
Could any organism live by itself?
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TABLE I (Continued) D
167
A B C
Application (Continued)
Is it true that, "animals could not live if
there were no plants"?
Can both plants and animals make their own food?
Why is food necessary to living things?
Why can we live longer without food or water
than without air?
Do a tree and a squirrel have any processes in
common?
What are the functions of food in the body?
x
x
x
x
X
X
168
Physically, all animals are fundamentally mech-
anisms driven by the energy liberated in the oxida-
tion of food.
Application
Why is food necessary to living things?
What is the connection between air and being
alive?
What is the connection between muscle activity
and breathing?
What connection is there between overwork and
excretion?
x
x
x
x
169
As long as life continues in any organism,
energy is being released.
Application
Do a tree and a squirrel have any processes in
common?
Why growing children need three meals a day?
170
The amount of oxygen taken into the body of an
organism and absorbed by the cells is directly pro-
portional to the amount of energy released in the bodtfy.
Application
Do both plants and animals need to breath in
order to live?
Do plants breathe, as well as animals?
What is it that makes one breathe faster at some
times than at others?
Why can we live longer without food or water
than without air?
What connection is there between muscle activity
and breathing?
How is it that energy expenditure can be measured
in terms of the amount of oxyfeen consumed?
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TABLE I (continued) A B C
Principles and applications
171 In organisms the end products of metabolism,
water, carbon dioxide and nitrogenous compounds are
either stored in the cells as insoluble crystals,
are eliminated in solution by diffusion or osmosis
(excretion), are incorporated into useful cell
products (secretion) or are recombined into food
substance within the organism.
Application
What connection is there between overwork and
excretion?
How do waste products originate in an organism?
Why kidney disease is serious?
172 Oxidation (combustion) furnishes the essential
source of heat in the animal body; and other factors
X
X
X
remaining constant the more heat so produced, the
warmer the animal body.
Application
1
What makes some animals warmer than others? X
173 Cellular respiration (aerobic decomposition)
occurs in all living cells and all organisms possess
structures by means of which it can be carried on.
Its first step is intake of oxygen, in water. Its
final product is carbon dioxide, and free energy is
released. In the cells it is accomplished at
ordinary temperatures by the intervention of special
enzymes
.
Application
What gas is given off by green plants?
How do waste products originate in an organism?
Do plants breathe, as well as animals?
How does an organism come to produce substances
that it does not need?
<x
X
What connection is there between overwork and t
excretion? X
How do waste products originate in an organism? X
17^ All living cells require oxygen to provide
energy or to build new protoplasm.
Application
Could any organism live by itself? X
Do both plants and animals need to breath in
order to live? X
Why can we live longer without food or water
than without air? L
Why do worms come above ground and die after a
heavy rain? ! 1 l I
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TABLE I (continued) A
1
B
I--
C D
Principles and applications
175 Oxygen, free in the atmosphere or dissolved in
water, supplies the respiratory needs of practically
all living organisms except for a few parasitic and
anaerobic animals and a number of bacteria and fungi
which can extract the oxygen needed for their energy
production from the organic substances on which they
feed
.
Application
Could any organism live by itself?
Why can we live longer without food or water
X
than without air?
How do plants and animals obtain oxygen?
What is the connection between air and being
X
X
alive?
What connection is there between muscle activity
X
and breathing?
Why do worms come above ground and die after a
X
heavy rain?
How can bacteria live in a sealed can without
X
oxygen? X
How do anaerobic bacteria obtain oxygen? X
176 The oxygen of the atmosphere is removed by
animals and returned by chlotophyll-bearing plants.
Application
How can a group of plants and animals live.
sealed up together in an air tight container? x
Could any organism live by itself?
Is it true that "animals could not live if there
were no plants?" X
X
Can both plants and animals make their 0wn food?
How 0o plants and animals obtain oxygen?
Is it true that plants breathe in what animals
breathe out, and vice-versa?
How are various forms of living things inter-
X
x
X
related through the oxygen eyerie? X
177 The respiratory process of both plants and anima
involves exactly the same gasous exchange and accom-
plishes the same function - the release of energy.
1
Application
Do both plants and animals need to breathe in
order to live? X
Do plants breathe, as well as animals?
Do a tree and a squirrel have any processes in
common?
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TABLE I (continued)
Principles and applications
178
Digestion accomplishes two things - it makes fo£d
soluble in water, thus enabling the; nutrients to
pass through membranes and thereby reach and enter
the cells; it reduces complex nutrients (fats, proteins
and carbohydrates) to a simple building material
which in turn can be rebuilt into whatever living
material or structural feature is necessary at the
place of use
.
Application
What functions do gland products carry on in
the body?
Can both plants and animals carry on digestion?
B D
x
179
Digestion in plants and animals is carried on
by enzymes, or organic catalysts which are made by
the organisms themselves and which take part in and
speed up the chemical reactions but do not undergo
any permanent chemical change themselves
.
Application
What functions do gladd products carry on in
the body?
Do a tree and a squirrel have any processes in
common?
How is it that our stomachs digest tripe but do
not digest themselves?
How is food digested in man?
180
An animal cannot live without proteins. They
are necessary in cell growth and maintenance; so,
are necessities in the diets of animals. Plants are
able to use carbohydrates and nitrates to build up
the proteins necessary for growth and maintenance of
their cells.
Application
Why are health workers concerned with biology?
How can a group of plants and animals live,
sealed up together in an air tight container?
What cells are able to make a part of their own
food?
Can both plants and animals make their own food
Where does the nitrogen in foods come from?
How should one select foods?
How are bacteria important to other plants and
animals
Could all living things make their own food if
there were no others from whom they could take
it?
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TABLE I (continued) A
Principles and applications
180 Application (Continued)
How are various forms of living things inter-
related through the nitrogen cycle?
Of what use are protiens to the body?
181 Starches, fats and proteins are produced by
plants and it is upon these that all animals depend
primarily for food.
Application
Is there danger of exhausting the supply of raw
materials used by plants in food production?
How can a group of plants and animals live,
sealed up together in an air tight container?
How do food stuffs come into being?
How do new supplies of organic material originate?
Could any organism live by itself?
What cells are able to make a part of their own
food?
Is it true that, "animals could not live if
there were no plants"?
Can both plants and animals make their own food?
Could all living things make their own food if
there were not others from whom they could take it
182 An organism must have certain materials for its
life processes and each organism must secure the
required materials that it cannot build for itself.
Application
Are plants and animals fundamentally alike?
What is the same in other animals as in ourselvefc?
In what respects are all individuals exactly
alike?
What could make a species of plants or animals
die out?
Hew do plants and animals remain alive while in-
active during the winter?
Must all living things have food?
What environmental factors limit life?
Are there any conditions in which man cannot li
Do both plants and animals need to breathe in
order to live?
How to select food?
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TABEE I (continued)
Principles and applications
183 All plants and a few animals are able to recom-
bine nitrogenous byproducts of respiration into pro-
teins by resynthsizing them anew with carbohydrate
molecules
.
How can a group of plants and animals live,
sealed up together in an air tight container?
What cells are able to make a part of their own
food?
Can both plants and animals make their own food
Could all living things make their own food if
there were no others from whom they could take it
Where does the nitrogen in foods come from?
184 Circulation is carried on in all living organ-
isms. With increase in size and complexity of the
body of an organism, there goes a corresponding
elaboration of the transportation (circulatory) system
Application
What is the same in other animals as in ourselves
How do gland substances reach other parts of
the body?
Can both plants and animals carry food to
various parts of their bodies?
Do a tree and a squirrel have any processes in
common?
How do minerals reach the leaves?
Hod do cells within the body get needed supplies/
185 The multitude of interrelated neurons of the
nervous system of higher animals form a complex
system through which every organ of the body is in
connection with every other organ.
Application
In what ways are the simpled organisms less
campable of surviving?
How do worms find fodd?
How are the different parts of the body made to
do teamwork?
How does each organ fit its activity in with thfe
activities of all the other organs?
How is an organism equipped to receive signifi-
cant stimuli?
How can a slight change in one part of an organ<-
ism bring about adaptive responses in other
parts?
How do living things fit themselves to new
conditions?
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TABLE I (continued)
185
Principles and applications
Applications (Continued)
Why can an oriole weave its nests without
previous experience?
How are the different parts of the body made to
do teamwork?
How are the activities of the specialized organs
and tissues of higher animals coordinated?
186 The intelligence shown by a phylum of animals
usually bears a direct relation to the stage of
development of the special sense organs and to the
proportionate size of the brain.
Application
What may result from incomplete development of
the brlin?
Do other animals learn in the same way as htfman
beings do?
Can animals reason?
How does size of cerebrum in man compare to fcha
bein in animals?
Do past experiences leave an impression on the
nervous system?
What has man that monkeys have not?
In what ways are the simpler organisms less
capable of surviving?
In what way is man different from the animals?
In what way Is man different from most other
mammals?
187 All animals can modify to some extent their
inherent modes of reaction.
Application
In what respect does a one-celled organism act
as a whole?
Why do roots grow downward and stems upward?
Do all living things feel pain and pleasure?
How do worms tell where the ground is warmer in
the sprin
Can all animals learn from experience?
How do worms find food?
How does an animal meet an emergency?
How can a slight change in one part of an organ
ism bring about adaptive responses in other par
How do living things fit themselves to new
conditions?
Do past experiences leave an impression on the
nervous system?
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TABLE I (continued)
Principles and applications
188 Much of the behavior of living animals depends 1
on their nervous organization, and they exhibit a
great variety of behavior because the nervous organ-
ization varies in complexity.
Application
What may result from incomplete development of
the baain?
Do other animals learn in the same way as humha
beings do?
How does each organ fit its activity innwith
the activities of all other organs?
How is an organism equipped to receive signifi-
cant stimuli?
How are the activities of the specialized organ 5
and tissues of higher animals coordinated?
How do living things fit themselves to new
conditions?
How can a slight change in one part of an
organism bring about adaptive responses ^.n
other parts?
Why can an oriole weave its nest without previous
experience? x
How does an animal meet an emergency?
189 Inherent reactions in animals are unlearned,
independent of Intelligence and more or less inflex-
ible in their operation. Under natural conditions
they are usually beneficial to the individual or raci
Application
How do worms tell where the ground is warmer in
the wintertime?
How can a living thing tell what materials or
organisms are suitable for fodd?
Can all animals learn from experience?
Are there any activities in the body that we
cannot control?
Why does a hen sit on the eggs at one time, but
not at another?
Does an animal's instincts always make it behav i
in a way that is good for getting what it needs
or for escaping danger or enemies?
How do worms find food?
How does an animal meet an emergency?
Why can an oriole weave its nest without pre-
vious experience?
Do insect larvae know what they are doing?
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Table I (Continued) A
Principles and applications
190 At every stage of development the individual is
an integrated organism? All of its cells, tissues
and organs are correlated and act together as a unit?
Application
How do worms tell where the ground is warmer in
the wintertime?
How are the different parts of the body made to
do teamwork?
How does each organ fit its activity in with the
activities of all other organs?
How is an organism equipped to receive signifi-
cant stimuli?
How are the activities of the specialized organs
and tissues of higher animals coordinated?
How can a slight change in one part of an organ-*
ism bring about adaptive responses in other part|s
How do living things fit themselves to new
conditions?
Why do rofcts grow downward and stems upward?
Can a part of an animal continue to live away
from the rest?
191 All living things respond to stimuli in their
environment
.
Application
Do other animals learn in the same way as humbn
beings do?
Can plants feel?
Do all living things feel pain and pleasure?
Can a night crawler hear?
How do worms tell where he ground is warmer in
the wintertime?
Can a plant see?
Do plants and animals both have the power of
motion?
Can plants protect themselves?
How can a living thing tell what materials or
organisms are suitable for food?
How do worms find food?
How do living things adjust themselves to chang-
ing conditions?
How does an animal meet an emergency?
How are the different parts of the body made to
do teamwork?
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TABLE I (continued)
Principles and applications
191 Application (Continued)
How does each organ fit its activity in with
the activities of all other organs?
How is an organism equipped to receive signifi-
cant stimuli?
How are the activities of the specialized
organs and tissues of higher animals coordinated
How can a slight change in one part of an organ
ism bring about adaptive responses in other par
How do living things fit themselves to new
conditions?
Why do roots grow downward and stems upward?
Do plants sense what is going on around them?
Do a tree and a squirrel have any processes in
common?
How can you tell a plant from an animal?
192 From the simple to the complex organisms there
is an increasingly elaborate coordination of recep-
tivity of stimuli and response to stimuli.
Application
Do other animals learn in the same way as human
beings do?
In what ways are the simpler organisms less
capable of surviving?
How is an organism equipped to receive signifi-
cant stimuli?
How does the size of cerebrum in man compare to
that in animals?
What has man that monkeys have not?
193
The nature of the response made by the cell to
a stimulus is determined by the nature of the respond-
ing protoplasm, as well as by the kind of stimulus.
Application
Why do roots grow downward and stems upward?
How does each organ fit its activity in with
the activities of all other organs?
How are the different parts of the body made to
do teamwork?
19^ The power of contraction which results in move-
ment, is possessed by all protoplasm to a greater or
lesser degree.
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TABLE I (continued)
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Principles and applications
194 Applications
In what respects is the behavior of men unlike
that ofother animals? x
How do living things fit themselved to new x
conditions?
Do a tree and squirrel have any processes in
common?
What is the same in other animals as in ourselves
Do plants and animals both have the power of
movement?
How does movement differ in living and non-
living matter?
195 A characteristic of living organisms is the
power of independent motion, wither by protoplasm
within the cell or of the body as a whole.
Application
Do a tree and a squirrel have any processes in
common? x
What is the same in other animals as in ourselvis x
In what respects is the behavior of men unlike
that of other animals? x
How do living things fit themselves to new
conditions? x
196
The difference in motion and lication between
animals and plants is one of degree.
Application
Do plants sense what is going on around them?
Can plants feel?
Do all living things feel pain and pleasure?
Can a plant see?
Do plants and animals both have the power of
motion?
Can plants protect themselves?
Do a tree and a squirrel have any processes in
common?
How can you tell a plant from an animal?
x
x
X
X
197
Most living things differ from non-living thing; 1
by being able to perform the control functions of
irritability and spontaneous movement.
Application
Do other animals learn in the same way as human
beings do?
Can plants feel?
Do all living things feel pain and pleasure?
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B C D
Principles and applications
197 Applications (Continued)
Can a night crawler hear?
How do worms tell where the ground is warmer in
X
the wintertime? X
Can a plant see?
Do plants and animals both have the power of
motion? X X
X
Can plants protect themselves?
How can a living thing tell what materials or
X
organisms are suitable for food?
How do worms find food?
X
X
How do living things adjust themselves to change
ing conditions?
How are the different parts of the body made to
X
do teamwork?
How does each organ fit its activity in with
X
the activities of all other organs?
How is an organism equipped to receive signifi-
X
cant stimuli?
How are the activities of the specialized organs
X
and tissues of higher animals coordinated?
How can a slight change in one part of an organ-
X
ism bring about adaptive responses in other
parts? X
How do living things fit themselves to new
conditions?
In what respects does a one-celled organism act
X
as a whole? X
198 Enzymes, vitamins andh hormones are chemical
regulators (stimulators and suppressors) of the re-
actions that occur in living organisms
.
Application
How to select foods? X
Are vitamins ’’cure-alls?"
Why are vitamins an important part of the diet?
What do vitamins do?
X
X
X
What functions do gland products carry on in the
body?
X
Why do people grow faster at some times than at
others? X
199 The secretions of the endocrine glands are absoi
ed directly into the blood stream from the gland
tissue that produces them and are absorbed from the
blood by the tissues of the organs whose activities
are regulated by these substances?
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TABLE I (Continued)
Principles and applications
199 Applications
How do gladd substances reach other parts of th<
body?
How can a slight change in one part of an organ
ism bring about adaptive responses in other
parts?
200 All cells produce certain chemical compounds,
secretions which may be used in the processes going
on within the cell, in cavities adjoining the cells,
or at considerable distances from the cells where
they were produced.
Application
Do a tree and a squirrel have any processes in
common?
201 Water is essential to all living things because
protoplasmic activity is dependent upon an adequate
water supply.
Application
What is the same in other animals as in ourselvds
In what respects are all individuals exactly aljk<
What things must organisms have to live?
How to select foods?
Should water be taken with meals?
How is food preservation accomplished by canning
drying, freezing, pasteurization or salting?
Why may water be ciassed as a food?
202 All chemical processes that belong to life it-
self are processes that occur in solution.
Application
What is the same in other animals as in ourselv<
In what respects are all individuals exactly aljkc
Why must all materials which come into a plant
be dissolved in water?
203 The fundamental life processes are the same in
all organisms, but each species has other chemical
processes peculiar to itself.
Application
Are plants and animals fundamentally alike?
Do a tree and a squirrel have any processes in
common?
What is the same in other animals as in ourselve
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TABLE I (continued)
82
A B D
Principles and applications
203 Application (continued)
In what respects are all individuals exactly ali
What evidence is there of man*s relatedness to
other organisms?
Can both plants and animals produce others of
their own kind?
Can both plants and animals change food into
living cells?
Can both plants and animals carry on digestion?
Do plants and animals both have the power of
motion?
ke 9
x
x
x
x
204 All cells contain autolytic enzymes that at deahh
are capable of producing digestive changes which
result in the final disintergration of the body.
Application
How do new supplies of organic material originate?
Where does the carbon in foods come from?
205 Most cases of fermentation, souring and putre-
faction are brought about by living micro-organisms.
Application
How do new supplies of organic material originate?
Could any organism live by itself?
How are bacteria important to other plants and
animals? x
How is food preservation accomplished by canning,
drying, freezing, pasteurization or salting?
206 All communicable diseases are caused by micro-
organisms .
Application
Are germ diseases caused by supernatural forces? x
How quarantine helps to fight disease?
Why are health workers concerned with biology? x
Why is it advisable to wash the hands before
eating? x
What makes an organism sick?
Are all kinds of diseases caused by bacteria?
How do other organisms influence our health?
How can we prevent the spread of communicable
disease?
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TABLE I (continued)
Principles and applications
A B
83
C D
207 Infection by micro-organisms is possible only
under the following conditions:
1. The infecting organisms must enter the host in
sufficient numbers; 2. It must enter by an appro-
priate avenue; 3- It must be virulant; and A. The
host must be receptive.
Application
How quarantine helps fight disease?
Why is it advisable to wash the hands before
eating?
How do flies help in spreading disease?
How do people become infected?
How can we prevent the spread of communicable
diseases?
Why are oranges wrapped in tissue paper for
shipping?
How can a city control typhoid fever?
x
x
208 Saphrophytic organisms are responsible for decay
by which process the necessary raw materials for
growth of new organisms are released from dead matter
Application
Are saphrophytes useful to Man?
Is it Ipossible for plants and animals to live
without injury to other living things?
tx
x
209 The continuance of higher forms of life in any-
thing like the present kinds and numbers would be im-
possible without bacteria and molds. They break down
the complex carbohydrate and protein substances of
dead plants and animals into simpler substances which
may then be used again by living plants.
Application
Of what importance to Man are the nitrogen fixing
bacteria?
How are bacteria important to other plants and
animals? !x
Are all bacteria harmful to man?
Could any organism live by itself?
210 Certain one-celled organisms escape adverse
conditions by forming highly resistant spores which
often survive until conditions are again faborable.
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TABLE I (continued)
Principles and applications
210 Applications
Of what advantage is the product ionnof spores?
How do plants and animals remain alive while
inactive during the winter?
211
For each disease caused by an organism, a specifi
microbe exists
.
Application
Why are health workers concerned with biology?
How do other organisms influence our health?
How can we prevent the spread of communicable
diseases?
How do people become infected?
Does vaccinating prevent all diseases?
Are all kinds of diseases caused by bacteria?
x
212
Virus require living cells for their growth and
they multiply only within living cells.
Application
Why are health workers concerned with biology?
How do other organisms influence our health?
How can we prevent the spread of communicable
diseases?
213 Every influence exercised by micro-organisms upon
man and his environment, whether beneficial or detri-
mental, is the result of a chemical change in the
substances from which they secure their nutrition or
of a chemical product synthesized from them.
Application
What makes an organism sick?
How do other organisms influence ourh health?
How are bacteria important to other plants and
animals? x
214 A parasitic organism harms its host in various
ways and to various degrees by actively attacking the
tissues, by shedding poisons (toxics) which are
distributed throughout the body of the host, by com-
peting with the host for food or even making repro-
duction of the host impossible.
Application
Why are health workers concerned with biology? x
What makies an organism sick?
How do other organisms influence our health?
How do people become Infected?
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TABLE I (continued) A
Principles and application
215 A characteristic of many parasites is that they
have alternate hosts
.
Why are health workers concerned with biology? x
How do other organisms influence our health?
How can we prevent the spread of communicable
diseases?
216 True parasites secure their nourishment from
the host plant or animal without exerting an injurious
effect; pathogens damage the host by invading the
tissues, multiplying thus and producing infection.
Application
Why are health workers concerned with biology? x
What makes an organism sick?
How do other organisms influence our health?
How do people become infected?
217 The parasite-host relationship is usually speci-
fic and requires not only marked adaptation of the
parasite but often, also, an adjustment on the part
of the host.
(Same applications)
218 It is indispensable to successful parasitic
existence that the symbiotic relationship be so ad-
justed that means are provided for the escape of the
parasites or their offspring in order that new gener-
ations in new hosts may obtain.
Application
How do people become infected?
219 Certain associations of ]plants and animals are
the result of a struggle for survival; for example,
community or social life, parasitism, and symbiosis
Application
Is it possible for plants and animals to live
without injury to other living things?
How can a group of plants and animals live, se
ed up together in an air tight container?
Could any organism live by itself?
Could all living things make their own food if
there were no others from whom they could take
al-
it?
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Principles and applications
219 (continued)
How are various forms of living things inter-
related through the nitrogen cycle?
How are various forms of living things inter-
related through the carbon cycle?
220 All gradations of association occur in intimate
association between organisms from those which are
mutually beneficial to the individuals concerned
(symbiosis) to those in which one member secures all
the advantage at the expense of the other (parasitisn
)
(Same applications plus the following:)
Is it possible to avoid competition?
221 All the higher forms of terrestrial life are
dependent, either directly or indirectly on the soil
bacteria for their nitrogen supply.
Application
Of what importance to Man are the nitrogen
fixing bacteria?
Do plants take nitrogen from the air via the
stomata?
How are bacteria important to other plants and
animals ?
Are all bacteria harmful to Man?
Where does the nitrogen In foods come from?
222 There is a cycle, form inorganic substances in
the air and soil to plant tissue, thence to animal
tissue, for either of the last two stagesvia excre-
tion or deatherand decay back to the air and soil.
The energy for this everlasting rotation of life is
furnished by the radiant energy of the sun.
Application
How do food stuffs come into being?
Where does the carbon in foods come from?
In what way is "all flesh, grass"?
Is there danger of exhausting the supply of raw
materials used by plants in food production?
223 Decomposition of the carbon compounds of organ-
isms provides a replensihment of carbon in the atmos-
phere in the form of carbon dioxide. Thus, carbon
is continually subjected to a series of cyclic
changes from living to non-living substances.
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TABLE I (continued)
Principles and applications
223 Application
Where does the carbon in foods come from?
Could any organism live by itself?
How are various forms of living things inter-
related through the carbon cycle?
224 Throughout the organic worltd there is a cyclic
relation between death and the continuance of organic
life
.
Where does the carbon in foods come from?
223 Anaerobic decomposition (fermentation) is accom-
plished at ordinary temperatures by the intervention
of special enzymes. Dissimilation occurs in the
absence of oxygen- its final products are carbon
dioxide and alcohol and free energy is released.
Application
Is there danger of exhausting the supply of raw
materials used by plants in food production?
Prom what materials do green plants make food?
Where does the carbon in foods come from?
How do new supplies of organic material originate
How is food preservation accomplished by canning,
drying, freezing, pasteurization or salting?
How can bacteria live in a sealed can without
oxygen?
Why is sugar added to bread to aid rising?
226 The antitoxins produced by the boyd of an organ-
ism are specific.
Application
Why are health workers concerned with biology?
Are all kinds of diseases caused by bacteria?
Does vaccinating prevent all diseases?
227 Only the topsoil, with its rich organic matter,
its porous structure and its living organisms, can
hold the water and provide the minerals necessary to
the life of a plant.
Application
In what respect Is the soil a natural resource?
What environmental factors limit life?
Are there parts of the earth where there are no
living things at all?
Why are there living things In some places but
not in others?
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TABLE I (continued) A B
Principles and applications
228 Parent material for the development of ©oils is
formed through the physical disintegration and chem-
ical decomposition of rock particles and organ matter
Application
Why are there not the same kinds of living thin,
in different parts of the world that have the sajjjne
climate?
229 All plant and animal life along with the climate
and varying weather, play an active part in helping
to form and to change the soil
.
(Same applications)
230 Plants and animals are directly or indirectly
dependent on the soil.
(Same applications plus the following)
In what respect is the soil a natural resource?
What environmental factors limit life?
Are there parts of the earth where there are no
living things at all?
Are there any conditions in which man cannot li\le?
231 The present is the key to the past; the success
ion of fossils in the rocks show a progressive series
from simple to complex.
Application
How can we tell about the kinds of life that
there were in very early times?
How can we tell how long there has been life on
the earth?
How can we tell that some species came into
being sooner than others?
How can we tell that forms of life have changed
in the past?
What evidence is there of Man’s relfctedness to
other organisms?
232 Fossils dated by the rocks in which they are
found, reveal portions of the actual story of life's
past changes by a progression of forms from simple t<
complex
.
(Same applications)
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TABLE I (continued) B
Principles and applications233
The most primitive and simplest forms of life
existed in the oldest rocks, and organisms found in
young and younger rocks represent higher and higher
forms
.
(Same applications plus the following)
What is the relation between rock strata and the
age of fossils?
234
Organisms whose fossils are found in any quantity,
must have lived and died in the period when the strata
in which their remains are found where laid down.
(Same applications)
235 Each formation of sedimentary rock has its
peculiar assemblage of fossils, and there is a defin-
ite relation between the fossils found in rocks and
the position of these rocks in the geologic time-tab^e.
(Same applications)
236 Fossilization is the fate of very few animals arid
plants. The great majority of dead things simply de-
cay and disappear; and, then material is returned to
the general circulation of nature to be build up into
bodies of new organisms.
(Same applications)
237 The older layers of rocks contain forms which
are extremely linlike the now living animals and
plants, while the more recent layers contain types
more similar to our contemporary ones.
(Same applications)
238
The fact of primary importance in the history
of life displayed by the geological periods is the
orderly succession of living forms.
Application
What evidence is there of Man's relatedness to
other organisms?
Did each species come into being independently
of the others?
Where did mankind come from?
How did the present forms of animals originate?
Does the idea of evolution apply to Man?
How can we tell about the kinds of life that
there were in very early times?
How can we tell how long there has been life on
the earth?
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TABLE I (continued)
Principles and applications
238 Application (continued)
How can we tell that forms of life have changed
in the past?
How can we tell how long there has been life on
the earth.
How can we tell that forms of life have changed
in the past?
Where there ever forms of plants and animals
that no longer live?
239 When a large thickness of rocks shows every
evidence of having been laid down steadily and con-
tinuously, year after year, it may well change its
character. If it changes its character, the character
of the animals and plants which live on and in it will
change too.
Application
What evidence is there of Man's relatedness to
other organisms?
What processes is essential for the survival of
the species?
How can we tell about the kinds of life that
there were in very early times?
How can we tell how long there has been life on
the earth?
How can we tell that some species came into being
sooner than others?
How can we tell that forms of life hace changed
in the past?
240 There are no elements in living matter which are
not found in its lifeless environment; the energy by
which life is operated is the same energy by which the
simplest physical and chemical transformations are
brought about
.
Application
Are the chemicals in living matter different frqm
those in non-living matter?
In what respects are the chemical processes
which go on inside a living organism like those
which takekplace outside?
241 The phenomena of life involve chemical change so
that wherever life processes are being carried on,
chemical changes are taking place. However, chemical
change may proceed without involving life.
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Principles and applications
241 Application (Continued)
Are the chemicals in living matter different
from those in non-living matter?
In what respects are the chemical processes
which go on inside a living organism like those
which take place outside?
242 Life, as we know it, is dependent upon complex
chemical compounds of carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen,
oxygen and other elements.
Application
Are the chemicals in living matter different
from those in non-living matter?
243
the
Carbon and nitrogen are the basic elements in
protoplasmic compounds
.
Application
Are plants and animals fundamentally alike?
What is the same in other animals as in ourselvejs
In what respects are all individuals exactly
alike?
What evidence is there of Man’s relatedness to
other organisms?
Of what chemical compounds is protoplasm made?
244 Energy changes accompany all chemical changes ir
living organisms and every chemical change has its
physical concomitants.
Application
Is there danger of exhausting the supply of raw
materials used by plants in food production?
245 The physical and chemical properties of plant and
animal protoplasm are similar.
Application
Are plants and animals fundamentally alike?
What is the same in other animals as in ourselves
In what respects are all individuals exactly
alike?
What evidence is there of Man’s relatedness to
other organisms?
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TABLE I (continued) B
Principles and applications.
246 There are no living chemical compounds; life is
a property of the coordinated association of the
different organic and inorganic substances which make
up protoplasm.
Application
Are the chemicals in living matter different frofn
those in non-living matter?
In what respects are the chemical processes
which go on inside a living organism like those
which take place outside?
247 Osmosis, the diffusion of molecules of a solvent
(usually water) through a semi-ermeable membrane (a
layer of cells or the membrane of a single cell) con-
centration, with a stoppage of the flow of molecules
of the solute, is a basic process, in plant and
animal physiology.
Application
Do a tree and a squirrel have any processes in
common?
What is the same in other animals as in ourselvefs
Should water be taken with meals?
How does water get into a root hair?
How does water get from root hairs to other
parts of the plant?
How do minerals reach the leaves?
Why must all materials which come into a plant
be dissolved in water?
248 Diffusion, the spread of fluid with their dis-
solved substances, throughout the protoplasm of a
cell or the tissues of an organism, is an important
method of conveying oxygen from the surface of the
cell to the interior, or digested foods from the placle
of digestion to the protoplasm that will use them, or
the waste materials from the place where they are
formed to the place where they are stored or excretec
Application
Do a tree and a squirrel have any processes in
common?
What is the same in other animals as in ourselves
Why must all materials which come into a plant
be dissolved in water?
How do minerals get into root hairs?
How do minerals get from root hairs to other
parts of the plant body?
How do minerals reach the leaves?
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TABLE I (continued) A
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Principles and applications
249 Turgor in cells in maintained in cells by osmoti
pressure; cell membranes are semi-ermeable with respe
to water and the substances dissolved in it and the
concentration of salts is higher within the cell than
outside; the entrance of water into the cell is
accomplished mainly by osmosis.
Application
What conditions will produce turgidity in
living tissues?
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CHAPTER III
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
RESTATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM ^
It has been the specific purpose of this study to obtain
a list of applications of biological principles found in four
texts intended for senior high school use, using Martin's list
of 300 major biological principles as a basis
.
SUMMARY OF THE TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED
First, the investigator set up criteria which defined the
term, "application of a biological principle" . Then, each of
four texts was examined, page by page, in order to abstract a
list of applications of biological principles which conformed
with the criteria. Each application was listed under the
principle, from Martin's list of 300 major biological princi-
ples, to which the application applied. This listing was then
submitted to three competent biologists and educators, each of
whom deleted and/or reassigned any applications which he be-
lieved to be improperly assigned.
SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS
The four texts supplied a total of 1.370 applications of
247 principles in Martin's list of 300 major biological prin-
ciples. The number of applications of any one principle var-
ied from one to twenty-five. There was an average of 342.5
applications per book. In forty-four cases an application was

found to be duplicated in two books. No applications were
duplicated in more than two books
.
It was found that:
book A contained 136 applications
,
book B contained 156 applications
book C contained 963 applications, and
book D contained 115 applications
.
Although one of the texts examined was found to contain
approximately eight times as many applications as any one of
the other three, none of the books seemed adequately supplied
with applications. This would seem to indicate that some
authors are moving in the direction of teaching principles
by means of application while others cling fast to the older
technique. It is encouraging to find that at least some
authors are working in the direction which is, in the opinion
of most leaders in the field of science education, to be most
profitabe
.
RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that this list of applications, together
with similar lists obtained by other investigators, be used in
the worth-while task of making the understandings obtained in
secondary school biology courses functional in the every-day
lives of the secondary school student and graduate.
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